May 7, 2014
Mr. Gary D. Goeke
Chief, Environmental Assessment Section
Office of Environment (GM623E)
Bureau of Ocean Energy Management
Gulf of Mexico OCS Region
1201 Elmwood Park Boulevard
New Orleans, Louisiana 70123-2394
Submitted via email: ggeis@boem.gov
Re: Comments on the Final Programmatic EIS for the Mid- and South Atlantic
Dear Mr. Goeke:
This letter provides the comments of the American Petroleum Institute (“API”), the International
Association of Geophysical Contractors (“IAGC”), and the National Ocean Industries
Association (“NOIA”), in response to the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management’s (“BOEM”)
Notice of Availability and Request for Comments on its Final Programmatic Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS) for proposed Geological and Geophysical (“G&G”) Activities on the
Mid- and South Atlantic Outer Continental Shelf (“OCS”). See 79 Fed. Reg. 13,074 (March 7,
2014). We appreciate BOEM’s consideration of the comments set forth below.
API is a national trade association representing over 600 member companies involved in all
aspects of the oil and natural gas industry. API’s members include producers, refiners, suppliers,
pipeline operators, and marine transporters, as well as service and supply companies that support
all segments of the industry. API and its members are dedicated to meeting environmental
requirements, while economically developing and supplying energy resources for consumers.
API is a longstanding supporter of allowing new exploration in the Atlantic OCS and the Final
Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (“FPEIS”) is the first step toward the much
needed collection of new and improved data on potential oil and natural gas resources in the
Mid-and South Atlantic OCS Planning Areas.
IAGC is the international trade association representing the industry that provides geophysical
services (geophysical data acquisition, processing and interpretation, geophysical information
ownership and licensing, and associated services and product providers) to the oil and natural gas
industry. IAGC member companies play an integral role in the successful exploration and
development of offshore hydrocarbon resources through the acquisition and processing of
geophysical data.

NOIA is the only national trade association representing all segments of the offshore industry
with an interest in the exploration and production of both traditional and renewable energy
resources on the U.S. Outer Continental Shelf (“OCS”). The NOIA membership comprises more
than 275 companies engaged in a variety of business activities, including production, drilling,
engineering, marine and air transport, offshore construction, equipment manufacture and supply,
telecommunications, finance and insurance, and renewable energy.
The Associations support BOEM’s plan to authorize exploratory activities on the Atlantic OCS
consistent with the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act (“OCSLA”); however, the FPEIS
undermines OCSLA’s mandate to expeditiously and orderly develop the natural resources of the
OCS, and the requirements of other applicable laws such as the Marine Mammal Protection Act,
in a number of ways. We feel that the FPEIS establishes an unsupported, unobserved, and
unrealistic scenario where G&G activities are projected unrealistically to result in thousands of
incidental takes of marine mammals – incidental takes that, in fact, BOEM admits will not
actually occur. From this fundamentally flawed and inaccurate approach, the FPEIS develops
and analyzes unrealistic mitigation measures to address the effects of a “worst case” hypothetical
scenario. This approach is contrary to both the best available scientific information and
applicable law. The Associations respectfully recommend that BOEM’s Record of Decision
(ROD) reflect a revised agency judgment on these issues.
Because G&G activities have little documented impact on marine mammals, the mitigation
measures endorsed by Alternative B employ speculation to impose potentially substantial
operational and economic burdens on future G&G activities that undermine Congress’s clear
policy mandate that the Department of Interior facilitate expeditious development of the OCS.
The results of our detailed review of the FPEIS are presented in Appendix 1 attached to this
letter, but we have included an overview of the key points contained in the appendix:
1. The FPEIS and future permitting decisions must consider the statutory and environmental
context of G&G activities, including the OCSLA. Geological and geophysical activities
are critical to the expedited development of OCS resources and the national economic
and energy policy goals mandated by OCSLA. The FPEIS omits and undermines much of
the critical substantive context and plain congressional directives for the G&G activities
analyzed, and it also fails to adequately consider the critical importance of G&G data to
OCS development and to the reduction of risks. The ROD that will be prepared based on
the FPEIS must consider all relevant factors in balancing the importance of the activities
to be permitted, which are critical to the essential purpose of OCSLA.
2. The FPEIS does not incorporate all of the best available science. BOEM discounts
observational data that contradict its modeled quantification of G&G impacts and instead
relies on unrealistic assumptions regarding sound exposure that are not supported by the
best science currently available.
3. Alternative B encourages BOEM to impose unnecessary, arbitrary, and impracticable
mitigation measures lacking scientific justification, including the following:









The FPEIS’s expansion of the exclusion zone – compounded by the extension of the
shutdown requirement to delphinids – will significantly increase the number of
array shutdowns required during a seismic survey, and thereby substantially impact
the economics and operations of conducting a seismic survey in the Atlantic. The
establishment of a 500-meter minimum is an arbitrary departure from BOEM’s
rationale for amending the exclusion zone provision. Because BOEM justifies the
new exclusion zone provision on the modeled footprint of the individual array’s
characteristics and site-specific ambient noise conditions, the exclusion zone should
always be based upon the modeled output of the array, even if the modeled output
results in an exclusion zone of less than 500 meters.
The FPEIS extends the visual monitoring period for ramp-up of the airgun array –
both prior to beginning the survey and after a shutdown – from 30 minutes to 60
minutes. The extension of the visual monitoring period compounds the other
operational difficulties Alternative B imposes on seismic surveys. The FPEIS itself
offers no justification for the extension of the visual monitoring period.
The FPEIS extends shutdown requirement to include delphinids. Both the
Associations’ 2012 DPEIS comments, and BOEM’s approval of past seismic survey
applications illustrate that extending the shutdown requirement to delphinids is not
scientifically justified because delphinids are mid-frequency hearing specialists,
with an effective hearing range largely outside of the low frequency range
characteristic of airgun arrays. Implementation of this proposed measure will
substantially increase the number of shutdowns with no proven environmental
benefit.
The proposed geographic separation between simultaneous seismic airgun surveys
is scientifically unsupported. Because the separation distance rests on NMFS’s
exposure criteria for Level B takes, it suffers from the same flaws as NMFS’s
thresholds (most notably that the thresholds do not represent the best available
science). In addition, this measure is not included in the NMFS Biological Opinion
and BOEM offers no evidence to support its underlying assumption that marine
mammals would utilize the “corridor” that the separation requirement is designed to
create.

4. The Expanded Time-Area Closure provisions for North Atlantic Right Whales lack
sufficient basis in existing data, and are otherwise unsupported and unjustified.
Similarly, the addition of an acoustic buffer zone around closure zones and the inclusion
of Dynamic Management Areas (“DMAs”) in the FPEIS are unsupported by the science.
The fact that DMAs and acoustic buffer zone mitigations were not included in the Draft
EIS has precluded the opportunity for public evaluation and comment.
5. The FPEIS proposes unprecedented observation and shutdown requirements for High
Resolution Geophysical (HRG) activities that mimic closely those required of seismic
surveys, despite the fact they are significantly different in many ways.
In addition, we note that the FPEIS incorporates the recently published NMFS-OPR-49, National
Standards for Protected Species Observers and Data Management: A Model Using Geological
and Geophysical Surveys (“Observer Standards”). The Associations recently sent a letter to

agency staff regarding changes that we would like to see incorporated into the Observer
Standards and we have included that letter as Attachment A in our comments on the FPEIS.
The Associations feel that BOEM has failed to provide a reasoned justification for choosing
Alternative B as the preferred alternative. While BOEM justifies Alternative B as providing the
“highest practicable” level of mitigation measures, it is not required to make its selection based
on this standard at the expense of other valid concerns necessary for achieving balance as
required under OCSLA. Moreover, many of the mitigation measures recommended in the FPEIS
are infeasible, will impose serious burdens on industry, may discourage exploration of the
Atlantic, and will result in no benefits to protected species because they address unreal and
unsupported effects. The Associations support mitigation measures that are based on the best
available science, consistent with existing practices that are proven to be effective, and are
operationally feasible. However, we cannot support mitigation measures with no basis in fact or
science, that address effects that have not been observed, and will result in less exploration of the
OCS.
The Associations appreciate the opportunity to comment on the FPEIS. Although we support
BOEM’s plan to authorize exploratory activities on the Atlantic OCS, there are a number of
aspects of the PEIS that are not supported by science or by law, or are otherwise infeasible. Of
the Alternatives presented in the FPEIS, Alternative A presents the option that is most supported
by the best available science and applicable law. However, the Associations would support
BOEM’s adoption of Alternative B so long as all of the modifications suggested in separate
comments to the FPEIS submitted by the IAGC (see Attachment B) are incorporated into the
ROD. All of these suggested modifications are within the scope of the analyses contained in the
PEIS. See Great Old Broads for Wilderness v. Kimbell, 709 F.3d 836, 854-55 (9th Cir. 2013)
(modified alternative in ROD upheld because all relevant impacts analyzed in NEPA document);
see also W. Watersheds Project v. BLM, 721 F.3d 1264, 1277-78 (10th Cir. 2013) (same).
We appreciate your consideration of our comments and sincerely hope that BOEM will prepare a
ROD that addresses our concerns. Further, we hope that the ROD will be issued as soon as
possible so that much needed seismic surveys in the Atlantic can be initiated. Should you have
any questions please contact Andy Radford at (202)682-8584 or radforda@api.org.
Sincerely,

Andy Radford
American Petroleum Institute

Karen St. John

International Association of Geophysical Contractors

Jeffrey Vorberger
National Ocean Industries Association

Appendix 1
Comments of the American Petroleum Institute, International Association of Geophysical
Contractors, and National Ocean Industries Association
API, IAGC, and NOIA (collectively, “the Associations”) respectfully request that BOEM revise
the FPEIS to effectuate the purposes of the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act (OCSLA) and the
agency’s obligations under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). For the reasons set
forth below, in the accompanying documents, and in prior comments to BOEM, the Associations
believe the FPEIS’s selection of Alternative B as the preferred alternative violates BOEM’s
obligations under NEPA and OCSLA. Because G&G activities have little documented impact
on marine mammals, the mitigation measures endorsed by Alternative B employ speculation to
impose potentially prohibitive operational and economic burdens on future G&G activities that
undermine Congress’s clear policy mandate that the Department of Interior facilitate expeditious
development of the OCS.
Of the Alternatives presented in the FPEIS, Alternative A presents the option that is most
supported by the best available science and applicable law. However, the Associations would
support BOEM’s adoption of Alternative B so long as all of the modifications suggested in
separate comments to the FPEIS submitted by the IAGC (see Attachment B) are incorporated
into the ROD. All of these suggested modifications are within the scope of the analyses
contained in the PEIS. See Great Old Broads for Wilderness v. Kimbell, 709 F.3d 836, 854-55
(9th Cir. 2013) (modified alternative in ROD upheld because all relevant impacts analyzed in
NEPA document); see also W. Watersheds Project v. BLM, 721 F.3d 1264, 1277-78 (10th Cir.
2013) (same).
I.

The FPEIS Must Consider the Statutory and Environmental Context of G&G
Activities.

NEPA is a purely procedural statute that “does not mandate particular results, but simply
prescribes the necessary process.” Robertson v. Methow Valley Citizens Council, 490 U.S. 332,
350 (1989). “If the adverse environmental effects of the proposed action are adequately
identified and evaluated, the agency is not constrained by NEPA from deciding that other values
outweigh the environmental costs.” Id. See also Utahns for Better Transportation v. U.S. Dep’t
of Transportation, 305 F.3d 1152, 1162–63 (10th Cir. 2002) (“[A]gencies are not required to
elevate environmental concerns over other valid concerns”). Because NEPA itself provides no
substantive guide for consideration of the underlying action—here, the conduct of G&G
activities—the “statutory context” of the underlying action must inform the analysis of costs and
benefits in an EIS. See, e.g., League of Wilderness Defenders—Blue Mountains Biodiversity
Project v. U.S. Forest Serv., 689 F.3d 1060, 1070 (9th Cir. 2012).
Consideration of the statutory context informs an entire EIS. For example, “the goals of an
action delimit the universe of the action’s reasonable alternatives.” City of Alexandria, Va. v.
Slater, 198 F.3d 862, 867 (D.C. Cir. 1999) (quotation omitted). See also, e.g., Kootenai Tribe of
Idaho v. Veneman, 313 F.3d 1094, 1121 (9th Cir. 2002) (Forest Service “not required under
NEPA to consider alternatives . . . that were inconsistent with its basic policy objectives”).
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Indeed, an agency may eliminate both alternatives and mitigation measures that do not meet the
purposes and needs of a project. See Biodiversity Conservation Alliance v. BLM, 608 F.3d 709,
715 (10th Cir. 2010). And the goals must be “heavily influenced by the agency’s consideration
of the views of Congress, expressed, to the extent the agency can determine them, in the
agency’s statutory authorization act, as well as in other congressional directives.” Natural
Resources Defense Council, Inc. v. Pena, 972 F. Supp. 9, 18 (D.D.C. 1997) (quotation omitted).
As set forth below, the FPEIS omits and undermines much of the critical substantive context and
plain congressional directives for the G&G activities analyzed.
A.

G&G Activities Are Critical to the Expedited Development of OCS
Resources Mandated by OCSLA.

“Where an action is taken pursuant to a specific statute, the statutory objectives of the project
serve as a guide by which to determine the reasonableness of objectives outlined in an EIS.”
Westlands Water District v. U.S. Dep’t of the Interior, 376 F.3d 853, 866 (9th Cir. 2004). Here,
OCSLA provides the specific statutory authorization of G&G activities. See 43 U.S.C. § 1340.
While Chapter 1.4.2 of the FPEIS defines the purpose and need of G&G activities with reference
to development of “oil and gas reserves,” BOEM’s generalized discussion of purpose neglects
the strong statutory objectives Congress identified in OCSLA. See FPEIS at 1-9. That omission
is critical.
Congress enacted OCSLA to promote and ensure the “expedited exploration and development of
the [OCS] in order to achieve national economic and energy policy goals, assure national
security, reduce dependence on foreign sources, and maintain a favorable balance of payments in
world trade.” 43 U.S.C. § 1802(1); see also id. § 1332(3) (the OCS “should be made available
for expeditious and orderly development, subject to environmental safeguards, in a manner
which is consistent with the maintenance of competition and other national needs”). Indeed,
Congress specified that it wished to “make [OCS] resources available to meet the Nation’s
energy needs as rapidly as possible.” Id. § 1802(2)(A). OCSLA accordingly “has an objective—
the expeditious development of OCS resources . . . .” California v. Watt, 668 F.2d 1290, 1316
(D.C. Cir. 1981). Because “[t]he first stated purpose of the Act . . . is to establish procedures to
expedite exploration and development of the OCS,” OCSLA’s remaining purposes primarily
concern measures to eliminate or minimize the risks attendant to that exploration and
development. Several of the purposes, in fact, candidly recognize that some degree of adverse
impact is inevitable.” Id.1 Cf. Executive Order 13212 (May 18, 2001) (directing that “executive
departments and agencies . . . shall take appropriate actions, to the extent consistent with
applicable law, to expedite projects that will increase the production, transmission, or
conservation of energy”).
While the FPEIS concedes that G&G activities generate data that contribute to “informed” and
“orderly” development decisions by industry and Government, see FPEIS at 1-8–1-9; see also
FPEIS at 3-3 (noting importance of G&G data), BOEM’s choice of Alternative B undercuts the
1

The FPEIS concludes that the majority of impacts from the proposed G&G activities will
be “negligible” or “minor.” See FPEIS at x–xiv (summarizing anticipated impacts from
Alternative A).
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critical importance of G&G activities to expeditious OCS development and, thus, to OCSLA’s
animating purpose. And Alternative B endorses restrictive mitigation measures despite the
generally “minor” impacts of G&G activities. As further explained infra, the operational and
practical limitations imposed by the FPEIS threaten the viability of critical G&G activities and
thereby directly undermine Congress’s stated purpose to “promote the swift, orderly and efficient
exploration” of OCS oil and gas resources.2
B.

The FPEIS Fails To Adequately Consider the Critical Importance of G&G
Activities to Development of OCS Oil and Gas Resources, and To the
Reduction of Risks to Environmental Resources from OCS Development.

The FPEIS candidly acknowledges that “[t]he G&G surveys acquired during the period when
Atlantic oil and gas leasing took place in the 1970’s and 1980’s have been eclipsed by newer
instrumentation, technology, and data processing that make seismic data of that time period
inferior,” FPEIS at 1-9, and existing estimates of energy reserves in the Atlantic woefully out-ofdate. Rather, “[n]ew surveys conducted with current technology would significantly improve the
ability of both industry and Government predict where, and in what quantity, fossil fuel
hydrocarbons are more likely to be found,” and “allow the Government to place a fair and
appropriate value on these resources for the Nation.” FPEIS at 2-58.
Moreover, as the FPEIS concedes, “using . . . vintage surveys to optimally site an exploratory
well or a well field, or to interpret the nature of formation fluids or gases, is generally not
reasonable.” FPEIS at 2-57. Having the most accurate and state-of-the-art seismic data for use
in drilling and production activities reduces the environmental impact of exploration and
production, by significantly reducing the number of unsuccessful wells and, thus, reducing the
potential environmental impact of each well so avoided. As technology continues to advance,
the seismic industry can continue to reduce drilling risk and increase potential production. Just
as physicians today may use MRI technology to image an area that previously had been imaged
by X-ray technology, geophysical experts are actively using and enhancing the most modern
technology to make improved seismic evaluations.
Indeed, vast improvements in geophysical imaging technologies in recent years now afford the
oil and gas industry significant precision in subsurface imaging, which reduces environmental
risks during drilling operations. For example, subsurface imaging provides a key input to help
predict hazardous over-pressurized zones in a reservoir and thus allows an operator to better
design a well to minimize its associated types and levels of risk.
G&G activities thus provide environmental benefits in the conduct of the expeditious OCS oil
and gas development activities mandated by OCSLA.3 The FPEIS, however, fails to consider
the environmental benefits of improved G&G activities. Rather, BOEM disregards such benefits
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H.R. Rep. No. 95-590, at 8, reprinted in 1978 U.S.C.C.A.N. 1450, 1460.

3

Cf. Executive Order 12866, § 1(b)(6) (Sept. 30, 1993) (“Each agency shall assess both the
costs and the benefits of the intended regulation and . . . propose or adopt a regulation only upon
a reasoned determination that the benefits of the intended regulation justify its costs.”).
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as “outside of the scope of the NEPA document.” FPEIS Vol. III, Table L-6 at L-116 (response
to comments of API, IAGC, and NOIA).
Contrary to BOEM’s narrow view of G&G activities, “[t]he purpose of NEPA is to require
agencies to consider environmentally significant aspects of a proposed action.” Utahns for
Better Transportation v. U.S. Dep’t of Transportation, 305 F.3d 1152, 1162 (10th Cir. 2002)
(emphasis added). Cf. Utahns, 305 F.3d. at 1174 (“An EIS must analyze not only the direct
impacts of a proposed action, but also the indirect impacts of past, present, and reasonably
foreseeable future actions . . . .”). By ignoring the environmental benefits of G&G activities to
anticipated oil and gas development activities, the FPEIS fails to “adequately set[] forth
sufficient information to allow the decisionmaker to consider alternatives and make a reasoned
decision after balancing the risks of harm to the environment against the benefits of the proposed
action.” Friends of the Boundary Waters Wilderness v. Dombeck, 164 F.3d 1115, 1128 (8th Cir.
1999) (emphasis added). See also Coal. for a Livable Westside v. U.S. Postal Serv., No. 99-cv10873, 2000 WL 1264256, at *3 (S.D.N.Y. Sept. 7, 2000) (explaining that an EIS must
“assess[]the environmental benefits and detriments of the proposed action”).
II.

The FPEIS Does Not Incorporate the Best Available Science.

As explained in the Associations’ comments on the DPEIS (“2012 DPEIS Comments”),
BOEM’s scientific analysis must be based upon the best available science. See 2012 DPEIS
Comments, Appendix 1 at 1 (identifying requirements of NEPA and Executive Order 13563).
See also 40 C.F.R. § 1502.24 (requiring agency to “insure the professional integrity, including
scientific integrity, of the discussions and analyses in the environmental impact statements”); id.
§ 1500.1(b). For the reasons identified in the Associations’ 2012 DPEIS Comments, and as
further set forth below, the FPEIS does not satisfy BOEM’s obligation to use the best available
science.
A.

BOEM Discounts Marine Mammal Field Observational Data that
Undermines its Modeled Quantification of G&G Impacts.

Data accumulated from Marine Mammal Observers demonstrate the absence of documented
effects—in particular, injury or death to an animal—of seismic surveys on marine mammals.
Nevertheless, the FPEIS estimates an enormous number of Level A and Level B takes from
G&G activities in the Atlantic. Relying on the sound exposure criteria developed by the
National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS), the FPEIS predicts, for example, up to nearly 12,000
Level A takes of bottlenose dolphins per year from seismic survey operations, and over 1.1
million Level B takes. See, e.g., FPEIS at xi. Because such estimates bear no relation to the
minimal impacts actually observed from seismic survey activities, BOEM has apparently ignored
the existing data on actual, observed impacts in derogation of its obligation to utilize the best
available science. Cf. San Juan Citizens Alliance v. Stiles, No. 08-cv-144, 2010 WL 1780816, at
*16 (D. Colo. May 3, 2010) (noting that Forest Service regulation requiring use of “best
available science” means agency “cannot ignore existing data” (quotation omitted)); Turtle
Island Restoration Network v. U.S. Dep’t of Commerce, No. 12-cv-594, 2013 WL 4511314, at
*22 (D. Hawai’i Aug. 23, 2013) (Under the ESA, “the ‘best available data’ requirement keeps
agencies from ignoring available information.”); The Ecology Ctr., Inc. v. U.S. Forest Serv., 451
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F.3d 1183, 1194 n.4 (10th Cir. 2006) (looking to meaning of “best available science” under other
statutory regimes to inform meaning of requirement in National Forest Management Act).
Rather than rely on observational data, BOEM estimated impacts with a predictive computer
model of sound propagation and exposure. See FPEIS at 2-17 & Appendices D, E. The FPEIS
explains that Acoustic Integration Model (AIM), which is used to estimate takes, as “a 4D,
individual-based, Monte Carlo statistical model” that “is by its very nature complex and requires
numerous assumptions to predict results . . . .” FPEIS at 4-58. Even with that complexity, AIM
does not incorporate animal behaviors, such as avoidance, which likely occur and would likely
reduce the estimated number of exposures.
Notably, the D.C. Circuit has cautioned that “although computer modeling is a useful and often
essential tool for performing the Herculean labors Congress imposes on administrative agencies,
such models, despite their complex design and aura of scientific validity, are at best imperfect
and subject to manipulation.” Gas Appliance Mfrs. Ass’n v. Dep’t of Energy, 998 F.2d 1041,
1045 (D.C. Cir. 1993) (quotation and alteration omitted). “Since the accuracy of any computer
model hinges on whether the underlying assumptions reflect reality . . . [t]he agency’s burden [to
demonstrate the reasonableness of a model] becomes heavier when a method of prediction is
being relied on to overcome adverse actual test data.” Id. (quotations and alteration omitted).
Here, BOEM’s modeling predicts levels of take that vastly exceed, see infra, the observational
impact data accumulated by Marine Mammal Observers on survey vessels. 4 Far from supporting
the FPEIS, the observed data conflicts with the enormous number of takes predicted by the
models. Cf. Conservation Congress v. U.S. Forest Serv., No. 10-17298, 489 F. App’x 151, 153
(9th Cir. June 4, 2012) (recognizing that agency’s scientific support may be insufficient where
scientific studies indicate the agency’s “analysis is outdated or flawed or indicate any scientific
information directly undermining” the agency’s conclusion (quotation omitted)); Native
Ecosystems Council v. U.S. Forest Serv., 418 F.3d 953, 964 (9th Cir. 2005) (“To take the
required ‘hard look’ at a proposed project’s effects, an agency may not rely on incorrect
assumptions or data in an EIS.”). Thus, while a model fails to satisfy NEPA requirements if it
“is so oversimplified that the agency’s conclusions from it are unreasonable,” Small Refiner Lead
Phase-Down Task Force v. U.S. EPA, 705 F.2d 506, 535 (D.C. Cir. 1983), the FPEIS employs a
model with the opposite, but equally fatal, flaw: complication that is not grounded in, and
deviates significantly from, existing data.
Given the FPEIS’s deviation from observed impact data, BOEM’s defense of the FPEIS as
providing “a detailed description for each step in the impact assessment process,” FPEIS Vol II,
Table L-6 at L-109, is non-responsive to the Association’s concerns, compare Montana
Wilderness Ass’n v. McAllister, No. 09-36051, 460 F. App’x 667, 670 (9th Cir. Dec. 1, 2011)
(finding agency met its duty to respond to comments where is “adequately responded to the
substance of . . . comments” (emphasis added)), or the agency’s NEPA obligations.
4

One BOEM review of Marine Mammal Observer data, for example, logged a total of
194,273 visual survey hours, with only 125.74 hours of down time attributed to protected species
shutdowns. See BOEM, Seismic Survey Mitigation Measures and Marine Mammal Observer
Reports, at 1 (June 2012).
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In addition to its deviation from observed impacts, the FPEIS’s underlying AIM model suffers
from documented weaknesses. In 2006, NMFS initiated an independent peer review of the AIM
model. See Summary Report: Review of Acoustic Integration Model (AIM), University of
Miami Independent System for Peer Review at 1 (Dec. 11, 2006), available at
http://www.nmfs.noaa.gov/pr/pdfs/permits/lfa_aim_review.pdf. The peer review did not reach a
consensus on whether AIM meets the Council for Regulatory Monitoring (CREM) guidelines
“since [AIM] is not an application model (but a tool for developing such models).” Id. (noting
“there was some diversity of opinion”). Rather, the peer review noted “[t]he need for expertise
in the use of AIM” as well as “the absence of appropriate uncertainty and sensitivity tests in the
current applications of AIM.” Id. While the peer review agreed that “the use of AIM can lead to
models which will meet CREM guidelines . . ., such models, at this stage, would need to be
evaluated on a case-by-case basis (i.e., merely using AIM is not sufficient . . .).” Id. (emphasis
added). The FPEIS provides no verification that such a case-by-case analysis was undertaken of
the use of AIM here. That lack of verification is particularly significant in this case because the
peer review further identified the absence of data on “real” animal behavior as a fundamental
limitation of AIM, see id. at 7–11 (noting “knowledge of marine mammals was identified as the
weakest component”), and, as explained above, observed impact data undermines the model’s
predictions of G&G impacts.
Finally, BOEM’s explanation that the sound “propagation models” employed by the FPEIS
“have been extensively tested against field measurements,” FPEIS Vol. III, Table L-6 at L-111–
L-112, is likewise non-responsive to the Associations’ concerns. The absence of observed
impacts from seismic surveys relates to the sound exposure modeling conducted by BOEM, not
the propagation modeling that is limited to determining the ways that sound moves through the
ocean (and is an input in the exposure model). The fact that BOEM believes the propagation
models are “appropriate” and “considered” acceptable, see, e.g., FPEIS Vol. III, Table L-6 at L109, fails to respond to the Association’s showing that the sound exposure models are
scientifically or practically flawed.
B.

BOEM Relies on Assumptions Regarding Sound Exposure that Are Not
Supported by the Best Available Science.

As explained in the Associations’ 2012 DPEIS comments, BOEM’s impact analysis improperly
equates received sound levels to takes. See, e.g., 2012 DPEIS Comments, Appendix 2 at 10–15.
The FPEIS responds simply that the impact analysis is justified because it is (1) “conservative”
and (2) based upon exposure criteria developed by NMFS that is beyond BOEM’s control. See,
e.g., FPEIS Vol. III, Table L-6 at L-113; id. at L-111 (stating BOEM “cannot use the Southall
criteria as the basis for take estimates because they have not been adopted by NMFS”); id. at L112 (explaining that sound exposure criteria used to estimate take “are based on their acceptance
by NMFS”); id. at L-114 (“[T]he choice of metric to use to determine takes was made by
NMFS.”); id. at L-118. The former explanation merely demonstrates BOEM’s failure to adopt
clear or consistent standards, and the latter abdication to NMFS violates BOEM’s independent
NEPA obligations.
First, the FPEIS simply states that its take estimates are “conservative” and the result of
conservative—or “very conservative”—assumptions, “and this conservatism accumulates
throughout the analysis.” FPEIS at xii, xiii. The bare identification of an accumulated
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conservatism does not itself justify BOEM’s decision to employ such a conservative bias.
Indeed, the FPEIS compounds its conservative bias by classifying the impacts of G&G activities
on the majority of species as “negligible,” but nonetheless choosing the more conservative
Alternative B. See FPEIS at x–xxv. Yet the FPEIS offers no data as justification; rather, Marine
Mammal Observer data indicates little seismic survey impact on marine mammals and provides
no support for the FPEIS’ conservatism. As the Associations’ 2012 DPEIS comments make
clear, BOEM’s overly conservative impact analysis is exacerbated by BOEM’s failure to use
consistent or objective standards for assessing the severity of impacts on species, which often
conflates “minor,” “moderate,” and “severe” impacts. See 2012 DPEIS Comments, Appendix 2
at 6.5
Second, the FPEIS’s repeated invocations of NMFS’s decisions to justify BOEM’s impact
analysis runs counter to the best available science on sound exposure impacts and improperly
abdicates BOEM’s NEPA obligations. As the Associations’ demonstrated in their 2012 DPEIS
Comments, NMFS’s sound exposure criteria for Level A and Level B takes—180 dB re: 1µPA
(rms) SPL for the former, 160 dB re: 1µPA (rms) SPL for the latter—improperly rest upon
outdated data, see, e.g., N. Plains Res. Council, Inc. v. Surface Transp. Bd., 668 F.3d 1067,
1086–87 (9th Cir. 2011) (“Reliance on data that is too stale to carry the weight assigned to it may
be arbitrary and capricious.”), and fail to incorporate the more current science on this question
developed by the Marine Mammal Noise Exposure Criteria Work Group (“Southall Work
Group”), see, e.g., 2012 DPEIS Comments, Appendix 2 at 10.6
In contrast to the FPEIS, the Southall Work Group does not subjectively label animal responses
to sound as “minor,” “moderate,” or “severe,” but rather uses a nine-point continuum and thirtyfour separate types of behavioral responses, and emphasizes “extreme degree of group, species,
and individual variability in behavioral responses in various contexts and conditions . . .,”
(Southall et al. 2007) at 449. With respect to Level A takes, the Southall Work Group
recommended an increase in the sound threshold to 230 dB re: 1µPA (rms) SPL, see id., at 442,
and supports a more contextual approach to Level B takes, that is wholly absent from the FPEIS.
Indeed, the Southall Work Group’s analysis of what constitutes a Level B take is substantially
more nuanced than the FPEIS’s practice equating certain received levels of sound with takes.
See id. at 447 (noting one must “differentiat[e] brief, minor, biologically unimportant reactions
from profound, sustained, and/or biologically meaningful responses related to growth, survival,
and reproduction”).
While the FPEIS purports to provide analysis based on the Southall Work Group, see FPEIS Vol.
III, Table L-6 at L-112, that analysis is, at best, incomplete because it is limited to Level A takes,
see, e.g., FPEIS at xi. Moreover, BOEM’s principal response is that the FPEIS “cannot use the
Southall criteria as the basis for take estimates because they have not been adopted by NMFS.”
5

BOEM’s lack of objective standards for categorizing effects will also foster arbitrary, and
potentially conflicting, decisionmaking in assessing the vague boundaries between “minor,”
“moderate,” and “severe” impacts. See 2012 DPEIS Comments, Appendix 2 at 6–7.
6

Other reports on marine sound impacts released after the Southall Work Group, such as
J.J. Finneran & A.K. Jenkins, Criteria and Thresholds for U.S. Navy Acoustic and Explosive
Effects Analysis (2012), do not consider “[t]he criteria and thresholds for . . . airguns,” id. at 2.
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FPEIS Vol. III, Table L-6 at L-111; see also, e.g., id. at L-112 (explaining that sound exposure
criteria used to estimate take “are based on their acceptance by NMFS”).7 Such abdication to
NMFS on an issue central to assessing the impacts of G&G activities falls short of BOEM’s
obligation to take a “hard look” at the environmental consequences of the proposed activities.
“One agency cannot rely on another’s examination of environmental effects under NEPA.” S.
Or. Citizens Against Toxic Sprays, Inc. v. Clark, 720 F.2d 1475, 1480 (9th Cir. 1983) (rejecting
Interior Department’s reliance on EPA decision with respect to herbicide) (quotation omitted).
Rather, BOEM must “assess independently,” id., the environmental effects of the proposed
actions it considers.
C.

BOEM’s Impact Analysis Rests on Speculation.

Because the FPEIS ignores existing data demonstrating the absence of significant impacts—in
particular, a lack of injuries—from G&G activities, and relies on thinly supported or outdated
sound exposure assumptions, see supra, the FPEIS’s impact analysis ultimately provides little
more than speculation about potential adverse effects of seismic surveys without regard to the
probabilities of either occurrence or scope of such effects. Even with its flawed assumptions,
moreover, the FPEIS concedes that the impact analysis—and the resulting choices regarding
required mitigation—rests on predicted “possibility” of harm. See, e.g., FPEIS at 2-20
(explaining that models predicted “possibility” of Level A takes, but did not take into account
proposed mitigation measures); id. at 2-41 (explaining choice of Alternative B’s Brevard County
time-area closure to “reduce the possibility of temporarily displacing breeding and nesting”).
Yet BOEM has no obligation to assess such mere possibilities of harm. See, e.g., S. Fork Band
Council of W. Shoshone of Nevada v. Dep’t of Interior, 588 F.3d 718, 727 (9th Cir. 2009);
Wyoming v. U.S. Dep’t of Agriculture, 661 F.3d 1209, 1253 (10th Cir. 2011) (explaining that an
agency is “not required to consider ‘speculative’ impacts”); Sierra Club v. Hodel, 544 F.2d 1036,
1039 (9th Cir. 1976).
III.

Alternative B Encourages BOEM to Impose Unnecessary, Vague, and Impracticable
Mitigation Measures.

The overarching errors in the FPEIS identified supra greatly overstate the impacts of G&G
activities and, as a consequence, greatly overstate the alleged necessity for mitigation measures
generally, and for the additional mitigation measures in BOEM’s preferred Alternative B in
particular. By comparison, the FPEIS concludes that “the impacts associated with Alternative A
would result in a minor incremental increase in underwater noise and a minor increase [in]
impacts to marine mammals under the cumulative scenario.” FPEIS at 4-75 (emphases added).
In light of the FPEIS’s overstatement of G&G impacts and the admittedly “minor” effect of
G&G activities under Alternative A, BOEM’s choice of Alternative B is unjustified.
Moreover, viewed individually, the mitigation measures proposed in Alternative B are likewise
unnecessary in light of the best available science, vaguely phrased in a manner that encourages
arbitrary enforcement, and/or impose impractical operational burdens that threaten to
7

The FPEIS similarly attributes BOEM’s failure to consider the frequency weighting
advocated by recent studies, see (Southall et al., 2007), to NMFS’s policy. See FPEIS Vol. III,
Table L-6 at L119.
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significantly limit seismic surveying that is necessary to meet OCSLA’s goals, and may even
threaten the overall viability of G&G activities in the Atlantic. Further, The PEIS incorporates
significant new mitigation measures including dynamic management areas, acoustic buffer zones
around closure areas, and a doubling of the time period required for observation of the exclusion
zone before start-up is authorized. There has been insufficient justification and no opportunity
for public comment; therefore, these mitigations should not be adopted.
A.

The Proposed Seismic Survey Protocol.

Joint NTL 2012-G02 currently defines the current standard, “Seismic Survey Mitigation
Measures and Protected Species Observer Program,” in the Gulf of Mexico where the bulk of
seismic surveys are conducted in U.S. waters.8 It has proven effective, and is therefore the best
baseline for assessing proposed mitigation for G&G activities. Among other things, Joint NTL
2012-G02 (1) establishes a 500 meter exclusion zone surrounding the center of an airgun array;
(2) permits the array to recommence operations only following a 30-minute visual clearance of
the exclusion zone; and (3) requires the array to shut down if visual monitoring reveals a marine
mammal (excluding dolphins) or sea turtle within the exclusion zone. The monitoring is
conducted by a visual observer who has successfully completed a protected species observer
training course.
The FPEIS proposes unjustified and unjustifiable changes to the baseline provisions of Joint
NTL 2012-G02.
First, the FPEIS provides that the exclusion zone “shall be calculated independently and shall be
based on the configuration of the array and the ambient acoustic environment, but shall not have
a radius of less than 500 m . . . .” FPEIS at 2-10. In contrast to the current, fixed 500 meter
exclusion zone, the FPEIS’s proposal would result in enormously expanded exclusion zones.
Indeed, the FPEIS calculates the exclusion zone—based upon NMFS’s 180 dB re: 1µPA (rms)
SPL criteria for Level A takes—that would be required in particular scenarios based on the size
of the airgun array, resulting in exclusion zone radii ranging from 800 to over 2100 meters. See
FPEIS Vol. II, Table D-22. The latter results in a spatial area more than 17 times larger than
required by Joint NTL. 2012-G02. More recent scientific research, however, undercuts this
expansion; using the Southall Work Group’s Level A sound threshold of 230 dB re: 1µPA (rms)
SPL, (Southall et al. 2007) at 449, would in many instances result in an exclusion zone less than
500 meters.
The FPEIS’s expansion of the exclusion zone—compounded by the extension of the shutdown
requirement to delphinids, see infra—will significantly increase the number of array shutdowns
required during a seismic survey, and thereby threaten the economic and operational feasibility
of conducting a seismic survey in the Atlantic. Among other things, survey vessels continue to
move along their tracklines even after the airgun array is shutdown. Once the exclusion zone has
been visually cleared of marine mammals for, under the FPEIS, at least 60 minutes, the array can
resume operations. To acquire seismic data for the region between the shutdown and start-up
8

U.S. Dep’t of the Interior, Joint NTL No. 2012-G02, “Implementation of Seismic Survey
Mitigation Measures and Protected Species Observer Program, available at
http://www.boem.gov/Regulations/Notices-To-Lessees/2012/2012-JOINT-G02-pdf.aspx.
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positions of the array requires maneuvering the seismic survey vessels (and miles of trailing
streamers) back to the shutdown position. An increase in the number of shutdowns thus
increases downtime and wasteful maneuvering. Because a survey’s data quality is also tied to
acquiring data along specific tracklines, by breaking acquisition along a trackline, a shutdown
potentially impairs data quality and prolongs the length of the survey, increasing exposure of
human health, safety and environmental risks. See, e.g., Site-Specific Environmental
Assessment of G&G Survey Application No. L11-020 (Jan. 23, 2012), at 7–8.
The FPEIS estimates that over 26,000 Level A takes would occur—thus indicating the number of
shutdown events that would be necessary assuming perfect observation of species in the
exclusion zone—in 2016 alone. See FPEIS at Tables-43.9 That figure dwarfs the 55 shutdowns
that are typically caused by whale sightings in the Gulf of Mexico (baseline) in a year. Yet the
FPEIS threatens the level or viability of seismic surveying in the Atlantic based solely on its
scientifically flawed assessment of impacts, see supra, and expansion of the shutdown
requirement to include delphinids, see infra. For example, in the Gulf of Mexico, the average
shutdown lasts for 58 minutes, see, e.g., BOEM, Seismic Survey Mitigation Measures and
Marine Mammal Observer Reports, at 1 (June 2012), which the FPEIS would extend by at least
30 minutes by increasing the visual monitoring period following a shutdown from 30 to 60
minutes. See infra. Multiplying a rough 1.5-hour average shutdown by 26,000 shutdowns would
yield roughly 39,000 hours of shutdowns, or approximately 1625 days. Because the typical
seismic survey operation costs roughly $1.5 million per day, the total potential costs arising from
the FPEIS’s assumptions equal a staggering $2.5 billion.
BOEM’s revision of the exclusion zone is, moreover, incomplete. While the FPEIS requires a
survey operator to model its array in order to calculate the proper exclusion zone, the FPEIS also
mandates that the zone “shall not have a radius of less than 500 m.” FPEIS at 2-10. The
establishment of a 500-meter floor is an arbitrary departure from BOEM’s rationale for
amending the exclusion zone provision. Because BOEM justifies the new exclusion zone
provision on the modeled footprint of the individual array’s sound, the exclusion zone should
always be based upon the modeled output of the array, even if the modeled output results in an
exclusion zone of less than 500 meters. See also supra. In other words, the FPEIS must be
consistent in its reliance on calculations of the exclusion zone and follow BOEM’s own
justification to its logical conclusion.
Notably, in response to the Associations’ 2012 DPEIS Comments, BOEM acknowledged the
need for logical consistency in calculating the size of the exclusion zone by revising the FPEIS to
acknowledge that “the modeling could increase or decrease the size of the exclusion zone.”
FPEIS Vol. III, Table L-6 at L021. While the revision properly acknowledges the logic of
decreasing an exclusion zone on the basis of the array’s modeling, BOEM has not provided a
justification for its failure to extend this logic below a 500-meter exclusion zone radius. See,
e.g., Business Roundtable v. SEC, 647 F.3d 1144, 1153 (D.C. Cir. 2011) (holding agency action
arbitrary where discussion of issue was “internally inconsistent”).
Second, the FPEIS extends the visual monitoring period for ramp-up of the airgun array—both
prior to beginning the survey and after a shutdown—from 30 minutes to 60 minutes. See FPEIS
9

The Associations aggregated the estimated takes presented in the FPEIS at Tables-43.
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at 2-10–2-11. The extension of the visual monitoring period compounds the other operational
difficulties Alternative B imposes on seismic surveys.
The FPEIS itself offers no justification for the extension of the visual monitoring period. See,
e.g., FPEIS at 2-9–2-12; FPEIS Vol. III, Appendix C. Rather, BOEM’s revision appears to be
based on a comment from the Georgia Department of Natural Resources that existing “visual
detection mitigation techniques for right whales are inadequate due to the animal’s ability to lie
just under the surface and remain undetected.” FPEIS Vol. III, Table L-6 at L-71–L-72. Despite
the specific context of the question—related to right whales—BOEM nevertheless created a
broad 60 minute monitoring period “to assist visual observers locate marine mammals during
their normal dive (or subsurface rest) frequency.” Id. BOEM did not provide any evidence
demonstrating (or even indicating) that the existing 30-minute period is inadequate to identify
any marine mammal.10 Indeed, in response to the Georgia Department of Natural Resources,
BOEM stated generally “[t]hough right whales may lie below the surface for periods of time, it is
expected that trained PSOs would spot exhalation plumes and surface disturbances.” FPEIS Vol.
III, Table L-6 at L-71–L-72.
Third, the FPEIS extends NTL 2012-G02’s shutdown requirement, which presently applies only
to whales, to include delphinids. See FPEIS at 2-11. Both the Associations’ 2012 DPEIS
Comments, see, e.g., 2012 DPEIS Comments, Appendix 2 at 20–21, and BOEM’s approval of
past seismic survey applications, see, e.g., id., Appendix 1 at 6 n.9, illustrate that extending the
shutdown requirement to delphinids is not scientifically justified because delphinids are midfrequency specialists, with an effective hearing range largely outside of the low frequency range
characteristic of airgun arrays. E.g. (Southall, et. al 2007) at 430–31. In response to the
Associations’ 2012 DPEIS Comments, BOEM again explained this provision based on NMFS’s
outdated sound exposure criteria. See FPEIS Vol. III, Table L-6 at L-122. Further, the illogical
contradiction that dolphins that do not happen to bow ride require a different mitigation strategy
makes no sense scientifically. Despite the lack of scientific justification, the FPEIS’s extension
of the shutdown requirement will vastly increase the likely number of shutdowns, with tens of
thousands of shutdown events predicted for dolphins alone. See FPEIS, Table 4-10 at Tables 43.
Moreover, bow-riding of seismic survey vessels—a normal behavior seen with dolphins—further
demonstrates the lack of injurious impact (or take) from seismic airguns. The FPEIS fails to
analyze recent research into harbor porpoise (Linnenschmidt et al, 2012) and the bottlenose
dolphin (Li et al, 2011, 2012) that suggest hearing control may apply to a number of different
species of delphinids and cetaceans and that the animals have the ability to reduce their hearing
sensitivity. The Associations appreciate BOEM’s attempts, through creation of a bow-riding
exception to shutdown requirements, to recognize the commonality of bow-riding and ameliorate
the danger of unnecessary shutdowns brought-on by a dolphin’s affirmative approach of a survey
in order to bow-ride. See, e.g., FPEIS Vol. III, Table L-6 at L-122. The proposed exception,
however, offers little protection from unnecessary shutdowns. That exception provides:
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Likewise, NMFS’s Biological Opinion for Programmatic G&G Activities in the Mid- and
South Atlantic Planning Areas from 2013 to 2020 (July 19, 2013) simply recites the mitigation
included in the FPEIS, see FPEIS, Appendix A, without justification for lengthening the visual
monitoring period.
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Shutdown would not be required for delphinids approaching the
vessel (or vessel’s towed equipment) that indicates a “voluntary
approach” on behalf of the delphinid. A “voluntary approach” is
defined as a clear and purposeful approach toward the vessel by
the delphinid(s) with a speed and vector that indicates that the
delphinid(s) is approaching the vessels and remains near the vessel
or towed equipment. The intent of the delphinid(s) would be
subject to the determination of the PSO. If the PSO determines
that the delphinid(s) is actively trying to avoid the vessel or the
towed equipment, the acoustic sources must be immediately
[shutdown] as per his/her instruction.
FPEIS Vol. III, Appendix C at C-21 (emphases added). Even if implemented to preclude
shutdowns for all purposefully approaching delphinids, BOEM has estimated that only roughly
one-third of dolphins within 500 meters of a survey vessel exhibit bow-riding behavior, which
still leaves many thousands of potential (and scientifically unjustified) shutdowns on account of
delphinids.
However, the Associations doubt that the bow-riding exception could be implemented
appropriately to preclude all purposeful approaches. Because a shutdown must occur upon a
delphinid’s entry into the exclusion zone, the determination as to the delphinid’s “intent” must be
made at a great distance—a distance the FPEIS now potentially extends up to more than 2000
meters. See supra. The decision as to the delphinid’s intent, moreover, is left wholly to the
subjective discretion of PSOs who (1) are likely to err on the side of precaution and order a
shutdown when it does not prove necessary, and (2) are subject to training on NMFS’s 2013
National Standards for a Protected Species Observer and Data Management Program, see FPEIS
at 2-10, which may not be consistent with the best available science and technology, clearly
written, transparently implemented, or fully informed by the public, see Attachment A.11
B.

The Proposed Geographic Separation Between Simultaneous Seismic Airgun
Surveys.

BOEM’s choice of Alternative B “may establish a 40-km (25-mi) geographic separation between
the sources of simultaneously operating seismic airgun surveys.” FPEIS at 2-37. The FPEIS
explains the creation of this separation requirement “to provide a corridor between vessels
conducting simultaneous surveys where airgun noise is below Level B thresholds and
approaching ambient levels such that animals may pass through rather than traveling larger
distances to go around the survey vessels.” Id. (emphases added). The FPEIS’s justification,
however, is scientifically unsupported. First, because the separation distance rests on NMFS’s
160 dB re: 1µPA (rms) SPL exposure criteria for Level B takes,12 it suffers from the same flaws
11

Additionally, because the exception rests upon a PSO’s discretionary assessment of a
delphinid’s subjective “intent” around and within the exclusion zone—as a proxy for the absence
of harm to the animal—the PSO should have similar discretion to assess the intent of—and
prevent a shutdown upon the purposeful approach of—other marine mammals.
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The absence of this measure from the Biological Opinion, see FPEIS, Appendix A,
further undermines BOEM’s reliance on NMFS to support a 40-km separation.
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as NMFS’s thresholds. See supra.13 In addition, BOEM offers no evidence to support its
underlying assumption that marine mammals would utilize the “corridor” that the separation
requirement is designed to create.
The proposed 40-km separation is also inconsistent with BOEM practice in the Arctic. The 2006
Final Programmatic Environmental Assessment for Arctic Ocean OCS Seismic Surveys provided
for a 24 kilometer separation between the seismic source vessels of simultaneous surveys.14
Thus, the FPEIS imposes nearly twice the separation distance even though the physical
environment of the Arctic—with its relatively shallow depth, rocky bottoms, and prevalent sea
ice—results in greater sound propagation.
BOEM acknowledges that, even if seismic sound can theoretically propagate great distances, “it
is unknown if detection of sound at these distances has any effect on marine mammals or other
marine species.” FPEIS at 2-38. Rather than question the propriety of its proposed 40-km
separation distance, however, BOEM’s sole concession to this scientific uncertainty is to claim
the agency “will consider the value of this measure at the site-specific NEPA and environmental
analyses level, as well as any new information available at that time. BOEM may not apply this
specific mitigation measure programmatically.” Id. (emphasis added). Setting aside the
possibility that BOEM “may” actually employ the separation measure programmatically, the
FPEIS does not explain how the uncertainty as to whether impacts occur at great distances can be
resolved on site-specific information.
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BOEM’s secondary reliance on the assertion that “in some circumstances, airgun noise
can be detected at great distances from the sound source, such as across ocean basins (Neukirk et
al., 2012),” FPEIS at 2-38, is no more availing. The FPEIS does not identify any sections of the
Mid- or South Atlantic planning areas that meet the specific “circumstances” of the cited study;
nor does the FPEIS account for the rate of energy loss (i.e., transmission loss) in specific
propagating conditions in the Atlantic.
14

Mineral Management Service, Final Programmatic Environmental Assessment for Arctic
Ocean OCS Seismic Surveys - 2006 (OCS EIS/EA MMS 2006-038), at p. 235.
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C.

The Expanded Time-Area Closure for North Atlantic Right Whales
(NARW).

Alternative B prohibits seismic airgun surveys in (1) the Mid-Atlantic and South Atlantic
Seasonal Management Areas (SMAs) from November 1 to April 30, see FPEIS, Appendix C at
C-16; (2) the NARW critical habitat area from November 15 to April 15, see id.; and (3) in a
continuous 37 km-wide zone extending from Delaware Bay to the southern limit of the
programmatic area, see id. at C-32.15 In addition, “G&G surveys using airguns would not be
allowed in [an] active” Dynamic Management Area” (DMA) created by NMFS based on “a
reliable sighting of a NARW.” FPEIS, Appendix C at C-36. And surveys conducted outside of
the closure areas “would be required to remain such distance that received levels at those
boundaries do not exceed” 160 db re: 1µPA (rms). Id. The time-area closure provisions lack
sufficient basis in existing data, and are otherwise unsupported and unjustified.
First, according to the FPEIS, “[t]he purpose of the expanded time-area closure,” through
implementation of a 37 km-wide zone extending south from Delaware Bay, “is to prevent
impacts to NARWs along their entire migration route and calving and nursery grounds.” Id. at
C-32. While the Associations share BOEM’s concern for the health of the NARW population, as
the Associations’ 2012 DPEIS Comments demonstrate, there are no documented injuries, deaths,
or significant disturbances to NARWs from airguns (even though the NARW is among the most
studied species of whale). See 2012 DPEIS Comments at 5; id., Appendix 2 at 3, 17–18. Rather,
the primary documented risks to the NARW population are vessel strikes and fishing gear
entanglement. See id. at 5 & nn. 4, 5. Yet, while the NARW is particularly susceptible to lethal
strikes from vessels exceeding 10 knots, seismic survey vessels—operating to carefully gather
data—travel only at 4 to 5 knots (or half the mandatory speed limit under the NARW ship strike
reduction rule (50 C.F.R. § 224.105)), and would have visual observers on board. See 2012
DPEIS Comments, Appendix 2 at 18. No closure for the NARW is therefore warranted.16
Although the Associations raised these concerns in their 2012 DPEIS Comments, BOEM’s
subsequent explanation missed the point of the Associations’ comments and was therefore nonresponsive. BOEM stated that “the potential for vessel strikes was not the main reason for
proposing the closures . . . .” FPEIS Vol. III, Table L-6 at L-109–L-110. The Associations did
not contend that BOEM based the closures on vessel strikes or the applicability of the NARW
vessel strike rule. Instead, the Associations have shown that vessel strikes—not the sound from
airguns17—is the primary, known danger to the NARW, and that this primary danger is largely
inapplicable to seismic surveys that operate at reduced speeds, cf. Utahns, 305 F.3d at 1180
(finding that agency improperly “ignored the primary concern” of commenters on the project),
15

Alternative A includes only the closures in the SMAs and critical habitat areas. See
FPEIS, Appendix C at C-16.
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BOEM’s response that it “would not be prudent based on the endangered status of these
whales,” see FPEIS Vol. III, Table L-6 at L-107, to issue an FPEIS without a time-area closure
for the NARW is improperly conclusory in light of other species that do not similarly trigger a
closure.
17

To the extent the closure is “based” on impacts from acoustic sources, FPEIS Vol. III,
Table L-6 at L-109–L-110, there is no documented evidence of any such impact.
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and only “represent a small percentage (i.e., 1.5–2.9%) of the projected vessel activity” in the
area of interest, FPEIS at 3-52.
Moreover, Alternative B’s expansion nearly doubles the size of the closure area proposed in
Alternative A. See FPEIS, Appendix C at C-16, C-32. Yet the FPEIS predicts, at most, only a
13 percentage point reduction in incidental takes of NARWs. See, e.g., FPEIS at 2-66. Not only
does BOEM fail to explain the differential between the expanded closure area and the predicted
benefit, the FPEIS concedes that “incidental take was not modeled for Alternative B,” and that
the alleged benefit of doubling the time-area closures was only “estimated.” FPEIS at 4-229.
Second, the FPEIS prohibits airgun surveys in DMAs without explaining the process by which a
DMA is established. Rather, the FPEIS simply recites that the “locations vary as designated by
NMFS,” FPEIS, Appendix C at C-17, based on “a reliable sighting of a NARW,” id. at C-36.
The 15-day duration, see id. at C-23, of such vaguely established DMAs threatens severe
disruption and significantly increased costs to surveys, see supra (describing data quality and
economic burdens of survey interruption). The vague and discretionary DMA standard both
lacks the requisite specificity necessary for BOEM to make a reasonable decision on
implementation of the measure, and significantly hampers G&G activities despite the minimal
danger G&G activities pose to the NARW. See supra. The unnecessary burdens also extend to
HRG surveys, which must be “discontinued within 24 hr” of the establishment of a DMA in the
survey area. See FPEIS, Appendix C at C-23.
Third, these problems with Alternative B’s expanded time-area closures is exacerbated by the
creation of a further buffer at “such distance that received levels at those boundaries do not
exceed” 160 db re: 1µPA (rms). FPEIS, Appendix C at C-36. The buffer effectively extends the
extends of the (already unjustified) time-area closures. This further extension is likewise
unjustified given that (a) available evidence indicates that vessel strikes—rather than such sound
levels—pose the primary danger to the NARW, see supra, (b) BOEM offers no evidence that
any adverse effects are probable from such sound levels at the boundaries of the closure areas,
see supra, and (c) the buffer assumes that NARW distribution along the closure area boundaries
without actual PSO confirmation.
D.

The High Resolution Geophysical (HRG) Protocol Requirements.

In addition to the new limitations placed on seismic airgun surveys, the FPEIS proposes
unprecedented observation and shutdown requirements for HRG activities. See FPEIS at 2-12–
2-15.
Survey Protocols for HRG activities mimic closely those required of deep penetration seismic
surveys, despite the fact they are significantly different in many ways. Airgun seismic sources
are almost exclusively deployed from surface, where sounds are propagated through the water
column to image the subsurface. Imaging targets can be at great depths, requiring
complementary frequencies and volumes that propagate throughout the water column.
By contrast, HRG surveys are frequently conducted subsea from autonomous underwater
vehicles (AUVs) pre-programmed at surface to survey along set transects. The frequency of the
sources is typically mid- to high-frequency, with the associated high transmission loss of those
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wavelengths. Multibeam systems commonly employed on AUVs operate in the 200-400 kHz
range (Reson 7125 or Kongsberg EM 2040). Sidescan systems operate in the same range or at
even higher frequencies. Sub-bottom CHIRP profilers typically operate in the 1 – 12 kHz range
(and use a 10-50 ms swept frequency pulse). AUV surveys are conducted 20 meters above
seabed (maximum 40 meters) to maintain high resolution. At these depths, sound is refracted
along the seabed, with minimal loss upward into the water column.
A survey protocol based on surface deployment does not consider activities conducted close to
the sea floor, with little to no sound propagation into the water column. Employing Protected
Species Observers and deploying passive acoustic monitoring from surface vessels during these
types of HRG surveys is impractical and unwarranted. Additional protocols of ramp-up and
shut-down for these surveys cannot be adopted for surveys that are pre-set prior to subsea
deployment as direct communication with these vehicles is not always possible. Regardless,
surface or near-surface activity of cetaceans would not be expected to be impacted by the activity
of an autonomous vehicle deployed at depth and maneuvering at long distances from the
deployment vessel along pre-programmed transects.
High-resolution AUV surveys are a key tool for identifying culturally sensitive areas, such as
marine archaeological sites, environmentally sensitive areas, such as cold water corals, and
complex seafloor topography that could pose a hazard for future seafloor installation or drilling
operations. The ability to accurately identify these types of features is not always possible with
surface based seismic or multibeam bathymetry surveys, especially in deeper water
environments, so AUV surveys are an efficient, low power, method of collecting regulatory and
safety-critical data beneficial to a wide range of regulatory agencies and future operations. In
addition, AUV platforms can carry a wide payload of sensors, which all tend to benefit from
integration with the acoustic bathymetry, backscatter, and sidescan data. The benefits of these
payload systems, such as still cameras, turbidity sensors, ADCP’s, methane sensors, and other
environmental sensors would be reduced by restrictions placed on acoustic surveys.
Industry recommends that BOEM amend the Atlantic PEIS to exclude all AUV Surveys
conducted at depth from the described HRG Survey Protocol.
E.

BOEM’s Commitment to Adaptive Management.

The Associations appreciate and encourage BOEM’s general commitment to adaptive
management. In particular, the Associations agree that “its use can ensure mitigation measures
effectively match existing conditions and knowledge,” FPEIS Vol. III, Table L-6 at L-120, and
we feel it is very important to establish that adaptive management may be used to remove
mitigation measures (in addition to adding them) where the circumstances do not warrant the
measures. See, e.g., 2012 DPEIS Comments, Appendix 2 at 17.
The FPEIS’s discussion of adaptive management raises two further concerns. First, that the
FPEIS uses the term as justification for the proposed imposition of mitigation measures, such as
the 40-km separation distance between simultaneous surveys, see FPEIS Vol. III, Table L-6 at L121–L-122, that otherwise lack scientific or practical justification. Second, it is not clear how
BOEM intends to implement its planned adaptive management. While the FPEIS includes a
general discussion of adaptive management from programmatic NEPA documents to site16

specific analyses, see FPEIS at 1-26–1-28, it is unclear how this process fits into BOEM’s (or
BSEE’s) governing regulations. For example, would the agencies be required to implement
adaptive management through a new rulemaking to ensure that the applicants’ and Government’s
respective rights and obligations are clearly defined?
The Associations look forward to further discussions with BOEM regarding the effective, and
balanced, implementation of adaptive management.
F.

Imposing the Proposed Mitigation
Administrative Procedure Act.

Measures

Would

Violate

the

In addition to the scientific and practical failings with the mitigation measures endorsed by
Alternative B, because the FPEIS’s measures would plainly “supplement existing law and . . .
impose additional duties and requirements,” their imposition may only be accomplished pursuant
to Administrative Procedure Act (APA) notice-and-comment procedures. See, e.g., Ensco
Offshore Co. v. Salazar, 10-cv-1941, 2010 WL 4116892, at *5 (E.D. La. Oct. 19, 2010)
(vacating NTL for failure to comply with notice and comment requirements).
That BOEM intends ultimately to apply the measures through site-specific NEPA analyses
cannot evade the APA requirements because the notice and comment requirement “turns on an
agency’s intention to bind itself to a particular legal policy position.” U.S. Telephone Ass’n v.
FCC, 28 F.3d 1232, 1234 (D.C. Cir. 1994).18 Consistent imposition of the measures through
site-specific analyses represents the precise intent to be bound that triggers the notice-andcomment requirement. See id. at 1234–36 (FCC violated APA by issuing schedule for fines and
consistently applying the schedule with limited departures). And the FPEIS fails to indicate any
circumstances under which BOEM believes the measures may not be applied.
Similarly, that the FPEIS has been subject to comment does not cure this procedural defect. Cf.
In re Polar Bear Endangered Species Act Listing & § 4(D) Rule Litig., 818 F. Supp. 2d 214, 236
(D.D.C. 2011) (rejecting argument that following APA notice-and-comment procedures satisfied
NEPA comment procedures).
IV.

BOEM Failed to Provide a Reasoned Justification for Choosing Alternative B as the
Preferred Alternative.

Although the FPEIS justifies the choice of Alternative B as providing “the highest practicable
level of mitigation measures . . .,” FPEIS at 2-68, NEPA requires only “a discussion of ‘all
practicable means to avoid or minimize environmental harms,’” The Protect Our Communities
Foundation, No. 12-cv-2211, 2013 WL 5947137, at *10 (S.D. Cal. Nov. 6, 2013) (quoting 40
C.F.R. § 1505.2(c)). By grafting “highest” onto its obligation to consider practicable mitigation,
BOEM appears improperly “to elevate environmental concerns over other valid concerns.”
Utahns for Better Transportation, 305 F.3d at 1162–63.
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Nor are certain measures—such as the separation requirement and NARW time-area
closure—clearly amenable to site-specific reevaluation. These measures apply on their face
from the FPEIS ab initio.
17

Indeed, with respect to several additional mitigation measures proposed by Alternative B, BOEM
failed properly to support the selection of mitigation beyond Alternative A. Rather, the FPEIS
simply assumes that additional or expanded mitigations would necessarily achieve significant
environmental benefits. For example, while Alternative B added a 40-km separation zone
between surveys, “[t]he degree of improvement has not been estimated . . . .” See PEIS at xxiv.
Because BOEM did not calculate any improvement, it did not conduct any balancing against the
additional burdens placed upon applicants’ operations, see supra, applicants’ interests, see infra,
or OCSLA’s purpose to expedite development of the OCS, see supra.
V.

The FPEIS Fails to Take into Account the Context and Economic Consequences of
Alternative B’s Proposed Mitigation Measures.

“Where the action subject to NEPA review is triggered by a proposal or application from a
private party, it is appropriate to give substantial weight to the goals and objectives of that
private actor.” Citizens’ Committee to Save Our Canyons, 297 F.3d at 1030. See also, e.g.,
Sylvester v. U.S. Army Corps of Eng’rs, 882 F.2d 407, 409 (9th Cir. 1989) (explaining that
agency has a duty to take into account objectives of applicant’s project). An alternative
considered in an EIS is not reasonable where it renders the applicant’s proposed project
“impractical,” or not “technologically or economically feasible.” Citizens’ Committee to Save
Our Canyons, 297 F.3d at 1031–32. See also Sylvester, 882 F.2d at 409 (explaining that agency
must consider whether alternative is “economically advantageous” to applicant’s objective). As
demonstrated above, and in the Associations’ 2012 DPEIS Comments, the mitigation measures
imposed by the FPEIS’s Alternative B threaten the operational and economic viability of G&G
activities in the Mid- and South Atlantic.
BOEM concedes that “technical feasibility and economic viability” are necessary for an
alternative to satisfy NEPA’s reasonableness requirement. See FPEIS Vol. III, Table L-6 at L115. Yet the FPEIS’s only response to the Associations’ showing that one of the many
mitigation measures imposed by Alternative B is likely to render seismic surveys impractical is
simply:
BOEM and NMFS appreciate the comment and are committed to
ensuring that mitigation requirements are feasible.
The
Programmatic EIS has been revised to clarify the shutdown
requirement for delphinids.
FPEIS Vol. III, Table L-6, at L-110. It is not, however, a lack of clarity in the mitigation
measures, but rather their substantive requirements, that threaten the viability of G&G activities.
To take only the delphinid shutdown example; even the allegedly clarified provision is—by
BOEM’s own estimation—likely to result in tens of thousands of shutdowns. See supra. Under
the operational conditions created by Alternative B, G&G surveys may no longer be practicable
in exchange for little or no perceived environmental benefits. And the FPEIS both ignores this
impracticability and fails to balance such cost against the alleged environmental benefits of
Alternative B. See Cape May Greene, Inc. v. Warren, 698 F.2d 179, 187 (3rd Cir. 1993) (noting
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NEPA “requires a balancing between environmental costs and economic and technical
benefits”).19
Indeed, BOEM’s failure to fully consider the impact of mitigation measures on G&G activities
compounds a second error in the FPEIS’s analysis of impacts. As the Associations’ 2012 DPEIS
Comments illustrate, the FPEIS overstates the level of reasonably anticipated G&G activities
because industry interest has decreased following exclusion of the Atlantic planning areas from
the 2012-2017 OCS Leasing Program. See 2012 DPEIS Comments, Appendix 2 at 1–2 (noting
“it is unrealistic to expect significant, if any, geophysical activity within this timeframe”). The
significant operational limitations (and resulting economic costs) arising from Alternative B’s
required mitigation measures will further depress the number of G&G activities that will actually
be conducted in the Atlantic. Accordingly, the FPEIS’s estimate of anticipated industry
activity—and resulting estimates of anticipated environmental impacts—is doubly overstated.

19

BOEM’s observation that “[t]here is no NEPA requirement for a cost-benefit analysis,”
FPEIS Vol. III, Table L-6 at L-116, is irrelevant because (1) BOEM acknowledges its obligation
to consider non-environmental factors relevant to a proposed project, see, e.g., id., and (2) the
observation ignores BOEM’s independent obligations under Executive Order 13563, see 2012
DPEIS Comments, Appendix 1 at 4. Moreover, the Associations comments provide a general
discussion on economic burdens. See FPEIS Vol. III, Table L-6 at L-116 (stating that cost
benefit analysis not conducted “because of the proprietary nature of cost information”).
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Attachment A

Via Electronic Mail

May 2, 2014

Kyle Baker
NOAA Fisheries Service
Southeast Regional Office
263 13th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33701
kyle.baker@noaa.gov

Subject: Comments of the American Petroleum Institute, the International Association of
Geophysical Contractors, and the National Ocean Industries Association on NOAA
Technical Memorandum NMFS-OPR-49, National Standards for a Protected Species
Observer and Data Management Program: A Model Using Geological and
Geophysical Surveys
Mr. Baker,
This letter provides the comments of the American Petroleum Institute (“API”), the International
Association of Geophysical Contractors (“IAGC”), and the National Ocean Industries
Association (“NOIA”) (collectively, the “Associations”) on the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (“NOAA”) Technical Memorandum NMFS-OPR-49, National
Standards for a Protected Species Observer and Data Management Program: A Model Using
Geological and Geophysical Surveys (“Observer Standards”). We appreciate your consideration
of the comments set forth below.
API is a national trade association representing over 600 member companies involved in all
aspects of the oil and natural gas industry. API’s members include producers, refiners, suppliers,
pipeline operators, and marine transporters, as well as service and supply companies that support
all segments of the industry. API and its members are dedicated to meeting environmental
requirements, while economically developing and supplying energy resources for consumers.
API is a longstanding supporter of the Marine Mammal Protection Act (“MMPA”) regulatory
process as an effective means of balancing and rationalizing responsible oil and gas activities
with the conservation of marine mammals. We continue to support issuance of incidental take
authorizations under the MMPA because, for example, it has been demonstrably effective in the
Arctic in protecting marine mammal species without unduly and unnecessarily burdening
industry.
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IAGC is the international trade association representing the industry that provides geophysical
services (geophysical data acquisition, processing and interpretation, geophysical information
ownership and licensing, associated services and product providers) to the oil and natural gas
industry. IAGC member companies play an integral role in the successful exploration and
development of offshore hydrocarbon resources through the acquisition and processing of
geophysical data.
NOIA is the only national trade association representing all segments of the offshore industry
with an interest in the exploration and production of both traditional and renewable energy
resources on the U.S. Outer Continental Shelf (“OCS”). The NOIA membership comprises more
than 275 companies engaged in a variety of business activities, including production, drilling,
engineering, marine and air transport, offshore construction, equipment manufacture and supply,
telecommunications, finance and insurance, and renewable energy.
General Comments
The Associations commend NOAA’s National Marine Fisheries Service (“NMFS”), together
with the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (“BOEM”) and the Bureau of Safety and
Environmental Enforcement (“BSEE”), (collectively “the agencies”) for providing
recommendations for a Protected Species Observer and Data Management Program (“PSO
program”). We understand that a technical memorandum is used for timely documentation and
communication of preliminary results, interim reports, or more localized or special purpose
information that may not have received formal outside peer reviews or detailed editing and that
there is not a formal comment process. It is evident, however, that the agencies intend the
recommendations in this technical memorandum to be immediately implemented for G&G
surveys in the US OCS, and have incorporated the Observer Standards in the Atlantic OCS
Proposed Geological and Geophysical Activities Mid-Atlantic and South Atlantic Planning
Areas Final Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (“Atlantic PEIS”). The Atlantic
PEIS “Seismic Airgun Survey Protocol” requires that protected species observers complete a
PSO training program “in accordance with the recommendations described in [the Observer
Standards].”
In general, we are supportive of a process to standardize PSO eligibility requirements, training
courses, data collection and reporting requirements. After carefully reviewing the Observer
Standards, however, we have identified a number of concerns and opportunities for
improvement, which are briefly summarized below and described in more detail in the following
sections of this letter. Although we appreciate the agencies’ attempt to clarify and standardize
observer guidelines and requirements, it is imperative that the agencies consider public input on
the Observer Standards and make the revisions necessary to ensure that the standards are
workable, accurate, and appropriate. The standards should encourage adaptive technology, such
as remote visual and acoustic monitoring and infrared technology, reduction of health and safety
risks, and also the use of an updated reporting form that would be able to provide substantive
data from observations to substantiate the implementation of appropriate mitigation measures.
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The Associations’ comments are intended to be constructive and further the goal of improving
the PSO Program for G&G surveys consistent with the best available science and technology,
clearly written, transparently implemented, and fully informed by the public.
Role of the US Fish and Wildlife Service
With jurisdiction over several marine mammals, the US Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) is
an important stakeholder to the PSO process; however, it does not appear that USFWS was a part
the Protected Species Working Group or that USFWS provided any input into the development
of the Observer Standards. While the Observer Standards provide recommendations of report
requirements for PSO sightings of polar bear and walrus (see p.31), the Observer Standards
specifically exclude these species and all other species under USFWS jurisdiction from the
purview of the standards (see p.v). A comprehensive national PSO program necessitates the
review and input of the USFWS in addition to NMFS.
Establishment of a PSO Standardized Training Program
The Associations generally support the establishment of a standardized training program for
PSOs and are interested in working with the agencies to ensure that appropriate standards are set
for the “approved” vendors. We are concerned, however, that some of the recommendations for
the program are based on unsupported assertions that current PSO training and reporting is
inconsistent. The agencies should provide context to these assertions so that stakeholders can
better understand the improvement the recommendations seek to achieve.
The Observer Standards recommend that any standardized training program should not only
provide training in mitigation and monitoring requirements, but also provide health and safety
considerations. The Associations agree. All PSOs should be trained to ensure complete
compliance with all applicable safety procedures. A standardized training program should cover
knowledge of the heightened risks working offshore on a vessel in remote locations with no or
limited shore side infrastructure, and should teach personnel how to minimize risks. Training
should also include information on safe travel, logistics, onboard medical infrastructure, and
security including International Ship and Port Facility Security (ISPS) information.
As the Observer Standards acknowledge, many geophysical companies will also have specific
requirements related to health and safety risks associated with their operations. The PSO is
required to adhere to those requirements as well as any PSO provider or agency requirements.
The Observer Standards should note, and any PSO training program should advise, that industry
standards often exceed those of the federal agencies. Most oil and gas companies and
geophysical companies require contractors to provide evidence of safety programs and
requirements that meet those defined through company management systems. This should be
acknowledged in any discussion of health and safety, and the agencies should also clarify
whether the program intends to include medical and helicopter underwater egress training
(HUET) typically required of PSOs by the industry.
The Observer Standards recommend that as part of “health and safety training,” a vessel owner
should “allow a PSO to briefly walk through the vessel to ensure no hazardous conditions exist
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according to a safety checklist, and to visually examine any safety item, upon request.” PSOs
are not, however, safety professionals qualified to conduct safety walkthroughs or inspections on
every vessel to which they are assigned. The agencies should provide additional information on
what information will be included on the safety checklist to clarify what the PSO would be
looking for during this initial walkthrough to prevent misunderstandings and unnecessary effort.
The Associations suggest that a standardized training program for PSOs should include a course
in effective communications. It is vital that PSOs establish direct communications with the
instrument room on a seismic vessel to prevent problems and delays in the event of sightings that
trigger shutdown requirements and to ensure the visual observation timeframes are adhered to
before ramp up and after shutdown. All parties must work effectively together to ensure
compliance: PSO, Seismic Technicians, Vessel Captain, and crew.
In addition, as the use of Passive Acoustic Monitoring (“PAM”) to identify marine mammals
increases in geophysical operations, the PSO Program should also include a course specific to
PAM operations. PAM is a highly specialized skill and it is not appropriate to expect PSOs to
possess those skills. If PAM is included in the program, training should also include rigging,
mobilization and demobilization of equipment.
Finally, while the Observer Standards provide opportunity for PSO candidates who do not
successfully pass an approved training course to reapply, there should be a limit on the number
of times a potential PSO candidate can reapply for training.
Recommendations for BOEM/BSEE
The Observer Standards provide a list of recommendations for BOEM and BSEE to satisfy the
objectives of the national standards. The Associations respectfully request that as BOEM and
BSEE act on these recommendations, they solicit input from industry stakeholders and consider
the following comments.
The Observer Standards recommend that BOEM and BSEE “develop permits or agreements
detailing expectations and data collection and reporting of third-party PSO provider companies,
including performance standards, conflicts of interest, and standards of conduct.” The
Associations respectfully request the agencies provide additional information and opportunity for
stakeholder input regarding any proposed permitting program for PSO provider companies,
including the requirements, process times, reporting requirements, and any penalties for alleged
permit violations. Without well-defined boundaries, an open-ended PSO provider permitting
program will provide little utility.
In addition, the Observer Standards recommend that BOEM and BSEE “develop a mechanism,
procedure, or regulation to ensure that selected PSO providers are being compensated prior to
deployment of approved observers.” The Observer Standards do not, however, provide
sufficient explanation of the need for PSO provider compensation prior to deployment of
observers. More information would need to be provided to support the development of any
requirement for prior compensation.
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Development of Permit Fees
The Observer Standards recommend that BOEM and BSEE “consider assessing permit fees to
financially support the PSO program needed for industry activities.” It is unclear how the
agencies would determine the amount of the fees or how the fees would be assessed. The
Associations recommend that all monies generated from any such permit fees be developed
solely for, and directly benefit, the PSO program and not be used for any other, non-related
federal activities. Because other industries conduct similar activities requiring PSOs, the
agencies should also ensure that any permitting fees are equitable to supporting the PSO
program.
Recommended PSO Eligibility Requirements
In addition to a national PSO training course and PSO eligibility standards, the Observer
Standards recommend the development of a policy for national PSO qualifications and
eligibility. The difference between these two objectives is not immediately apparent.
Qualifications, including education and competency, should be satisfied with completion of the
training program. An additional policy on qualifications and eligibility is unnecessary and the
Associations are concerned that limiting qualified PSO candidates to those who possess a science
degree would result in a shortage of personnel.
In the recommended PSO training and provider services model, NMFS-Approved Private Sector
PSO Trainers and PSO Providers, the Observer Standards explain that “PSO providers and PSO
eligibility requirements would be defined by NMFS.” While the Associations agree that the
recommended mechanism for PSO training would provide more flexibility and less concern of
the availability of PSO staff than the other mechanisms analyzed (see p.10), the agencies should
clarify that NMFS’ definition of PSO providers would only entail identification of those
providers that meet eligibility requirements.
In the recommended waiver of education and experience requirements for PSOs, PSO candidates
can provide proof of previous work experience as a PSO overseas. Some additional detail or
information should be required for eligibility based on overseas work as programs and processes
in other countries can vary substantially from what is expected/required for US programs. The
Observer Standards also provide that the approving federal agency official has the sole discretion
to waive eligibility requirements on a case-by-case basis after reviewing a waiver request and
written justification. The Associations are concerned that the agency can waive “some or all of
the education/experience requirements on a case-by-case basis if a lack of qualified PSOs is
demonstrated.” It would not be in the best interests of the regulators or the geophysical industry
to employ PSOs who lack some critical or all necessary qualifications or experience. The
Associations respectfully request that the waiver request, supporting justification and agency
decision be made available to the PSO provider to ensure that a complete record of a PSO’s
experience is on file should issues arise.
The Associations agree that PSO candidates should also be in good health and have no physical
impairments that would prevent them from performing their assigned tasks. The agencies should
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clarify, however, whether documentation or medical certification would be required similar to
the National Minimum Eligibility Standards for Marine Fisheries Observers.
PSO Demand & Cost Estimates
The Observer Standards estimate that currently 30 PSOs are needed on a daily basis for G&G
surveys in the Gulf of Mexico, with an average of 15 PSOs at sea on any given day. Based on
2009 data in the GOM, the total estimated annual costs are $2,116,547. BOEM and BSEE
indicate, however, that future demand for PSOs is likely to “significantly increase over the next 5
years, and many G&G surveys are expected to occur in federal water of the Atlantic EEZ.”
Accordingly, the Observer Standards severely underestimate the costs and level of PSO demand.
Assuming daily rates of $700.00 for each PSO, a reasonable estimate of 30 PSOs would cost
$21,000 per day or $3.8M for 6 months. Travel, reporting, and health insurance would likely
entail additional costs. The Associations request that the agencies update the cost and level of
demand estimates with more recent data.
In addition, the Observer Standards estimate the training for each PSO in the Gulf of Mexico to
cost $3,000.00. The agencies should provide a description of the various training costs detailed
in this estimate, as described in Table 3, recognizing the uncertainties/unknowns associated with
each estimate. For example, the estimated costs of safety training and medical examination
appear lower than the industry standard.
PSO Evaluation During Permit/Authorization Approval
The Observer Standards specify that the recommended time to evaluate PSO coverage required
for all G&G projects is during BOEM’s permit application review or when applications for
incidental take authorizations are submitted to NMFS. When weighing factors to determine the
number of PSOs required for each survey, in addition to vessel size, the agencies should consider
the number of bunks available on board the survey vessel.
Once the number of required PSOs is determined, the agencies assert that a single entity
responsible for scheduling and deploying PSOs would result in “a greater level of consistency in
many aspects of the PSO program…including maintaining an appropriate number of PSOs to
meet scheduling and deployment needs.” The Associations are concerned, however, that the
selection of a single entity, whether a third-party provider or federal agency, to meet PSO
scheduling demand would be inefficient and would result in a strain on the ability to timely
contract with and obtain the number of PSOs required for each geophysical survey.
In addition, the Associations are concerned that requiring a senior-level (or lead) PSO who has
specific experience observing protected species in the proposed survey geographic area will
drastically limit the number of available senior-level PSOs, potentially resulting in unnecessary
project delays.
During monitoring, the Observer Standards recommend that in order to reduce bias, observation
periods should be limited to “favorable viewing conditions.” It is unclear what is meant by
unfavorable viewing conditions. During periods of “low visibility” PAM is currently required in
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water depths greater than 100 meters (328 feet) in the Gulf of Mexico. The agencies should be
careful not to define unfavorable conditions as anything different than low visibility or nighttime
to ensure there is no gap in monitoring coverage.
Conflicts of Interest
Throughout the Observer Standards, the agencies reference “inherent conflicts of interests”
between PSO providers and industry, allegedly influencing accurate reporting of data. There are
several unsupported assertions of inappropriate influence and pressure by industry. These
assertions are unsubstantiated, and in the absence of supporting statements or examples provided
by the agencies, should be deleted. If a statement denying conflict of interest is required from
the PSOs prior to deployment as recommended, the statement should also include language to
the effect that the PSO will conduct all their activities and report all data in full compliance with
all applicable laws and regulations.
The Observer Standards defines “a direct financial interest” as payment or compensation
received directly from the owner of the seismic survey’s vessel, the G&G surveying company, or
associated shore-based facility. The definition should also include any entity or leaseholder who
employs or contracts with the survey company.
Standardized Data Collection
The Associations agree with and reaffirm the recommendation of the agencies to implement
“standardization including data collection methods, standardized electronic forms, and software
used in collaboration with NMFS and non-federal stakeholders.” Collaboration with NMFS
should result in a form that produces data the agency can use and rely on to assess population
numbers, stock assessments, and effects on marine species. The Associations note that Industry
best practices already recommend the use of a standard reporting form, the Marine Mammal
Recording Form, developed under a project funded by the Exploration and Production (E&P)
Sound and Marine Life Joint Industry Programme.1 The Associations would be interesting in
working with the agencies to update current reporting forms to enable the reporting of
substantive data from observations that could substantiate the implementation of appropriate
mitigation measures.
Creation of PSO Database
The Associations support the creation and maintenance of a database to manage PSO data for
geological and geophysical surveys. This information is already supplied to NMFS and BSEE,
but it would be useful for interested stakeholders to have full and timely access to such a
database as a means to assess PSO activities and monitor their effectiveness.

1

See Barton, Carolyn J.S., Jaques, Robert, and Mason, Mike. 2008. Identification of Potential
Utility of Collation of Existing Marine Mammal Observer Data. RSK Environmental Ltd.,
Cheshire, UK. The Marine Mammal Recording Form can be accessed at:
http://www.iagc.org/files/3193/.
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Conclusion
We appreciate the effort that the agencies have devoted to the development of PSO and data
management programs for geological and geophysical surveys. We support this effort generally
but, as detailed above, we have a number of concerns about the implementation of the
recommendations. We respectfully request that the agencies engage with stakeholders prior to
taking action on many of the recommendations, including the development of a PSO provider
permit program, and system for permitting fees. We also encourage the agencies to pursue a
program that encourages technology and remote monitoring, reducing health and safety risks. In
addition, any program established should provide opportunity for feedback not only from PSOs,
but also industry stakeholders. The Associations look forward to working with the agencies
towards implementation of a PSO Program for geophysical surveys that is consistent with the
best available science and technology, clearly written, transparently implemented, and fully
informed by interested stakeholders.
Should you have any questions, please contact the undersigned at 202.682.8584, or via e-mail at
radforda@api.org. Thank you for considering and responding to these comments.
Sincerely,

Andy Radford
American Petroleum Institute

Karen St. John
International Association of Geophysical Contractors

Jeffrey Vorberger
National Ocean Industries Association

cc:

Deborah Epperson, BSEE Environmental Enforcement Division
Gregg Gitschlag, NMFS Southeast Fisheries Science Center
Howard Goldstein, NMFS Office of Protected Resources
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Jill Lewandowski, BOEM Environmental Assessment Division
Kimberly Skrupky, BOEM Environmental Assessment Division
Brad Smith, NMFS Alaska Region Office
Teresa Turk, NMFS Office of Science and Technology
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Attachment B

May 7, 2014
Via Federal eRulemaking Portal
Mr. Gary D. Goeke
Chief, Environmental Assessment Section
Office of Environment (GM 623E)
Bureau of Ocean Energy Management
Gulf of Mexico OCS Region
1201 Elmwood Park Boulevard
New Orleans, LA 70123–2394
Re:

Comments on Final Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement for Proposed G&G
Activities on the Mid- and South Atlantic OCS

Dear Mr. Goeke:
This letter provides the comments of the International Association of Geophysical
Contractors (“IAGC”) in response to the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management’s (“BOEM”)
Notice and Request for Comments on its Final Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement
for Proposed G&G Activities on the Mid- and South Atlantic OCS (“PEIS”). See 79 Fed. Reg.
13,074 (Mar. 7, 2014). We appreciate BOEM’s consideration of the comments set forth below.
IAGC is the international trade association representing the industry that provides
geophysical services (geophysical data acquisition, processing and interpretation, geophysical
information ownership and licensing, and associated services and product providers) to the oil
and natural gas industry. IAGC member companies play an integral role in the successful
exploration and development of offshore hydrocarbon resources through the acquisition and
processing of geophysical data. IAGC members have expressed interest in conducting
geophysical activities on the Atlantic OCS, and some IAGC members have already filed
applications for authorizations relating to such activities. 1
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In a joint letter with the American Petroleum Institute (“API”) and the National Ocean
Industries Association (“NOIA”), IAGC earlier commented on the draft PEIS (“DPEIS”). See
Letter from Andy Radford, Sarah Tsoflias, and Luke Johnson to Gary D. Goeke (July 2, 2012)
(“DPEIS Comment Letter”). API, NOIA, and IAGC have also submitted a comment letter dated
(continued . . .)
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May 7, 2014
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Seismic surveys are the only feasible technology available to accurately image the
subsurface before a single well is drilled. BOEM currently estimates that the Mid- and South
Atlantic OCS holds at least 3.3 billion barrels of oil and 31.3 trillion cubic feet of natural gas.
Although these estimates are impressive, it is widely believed that modern seismic imaging using
the latest technology will enable BOEM to more accurately evaluate the Atlantic OCS resource
base. The industry’s advancements in geophysical technology – including seismic reflection and
refraction, gravity, magnetics, and electromagnetic – will provide more realistic estimates of the
potential resource. By utilizing these tools and by applying increasingly accurate and effective
interpretation practices, IAGC’s members can better locate and dissect prospective areas for
exploration.
For the energy industry, modern seismic imaging reduces risk by increasing the
likelihood that exploratory wells will successfully tap hydrocarbons and decreasing the number
of wells that need to be drilled in a given area, reducing associated safety and environmental
risks and the overall footprint for exploration. Because survey activities are temporary and
transitory, it is the least intrusive and most cost-effective means to understanding where
recoverable oil and gas resources likely exist in the Mid- and South Atlantic OCS.
I. OVERVIEW
IAGC supports BOEM’s plan to authorize exploratory activities on the Atlantic OCS
consistent with the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act (“OCSLA”), which calls for the
“expeditious and orderly development” of the OCS “subject to environmental safeguards.” 43
U.S.C. § 1332(3). However, the PEIS undermines OCSLA’s mandate, as well as the
requirements of other applicable laws, such as the Marine Mammal Protection Act (“MMPA”),
in a number of ways. In general, a fundamental flaw with the PEIS is its establishment of an
unrealistic scenario in which exploration activities are projected to result in thousands of
incidental takes of marine mammals, which BOEM admits will not actually occur. The supposed
effects of this “worst case” hypothetical scenario are then addressed in the PEIS with mitigation
measures, many of which are similarly unrealistic because they mitigate inaccurately presumed
effects. This approach is contrary to both the best available scientific information and applicable
law.
Many of the mitigation measures recommended in the PEIS are infeasible, will impose
serious burdens on industry, may discourage exploration of the Atlantic, and will result in no
benefits to protected species (because they address unrealistic effects). IAGC can and will
support mitigation measures that are well supported by the best available science, consistent with
existing practices that are proven to be effective and operationally feasible. However, we cannot
(. . . continued)
May 7, 2014 (the “Joint Trades Letter”), in response to the PEIS, which IAGC incorporates by
reference.
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support mitigation measures with no basis in fact or science, which are intended to address
effects that will not occur, and which will result in less exploration of the OCS, contrary to
OCSLA.
Accordingly, we strongly urge BOEM to include in its Record of Decision (“ROD”) the
modifications suggested in the comments set forth below. With respect to the alternatives
presented in the PEIS, Alternative A presents the option that is most supported by the best
available science and applicable law. However, IAGC would support BOEM’s adoption of
Alternative B only so long as all of the modifications suggested below are incorporated into the
ROD. All of these suggested modifications are within the scope of the analyses contained in the
PEIS. See Great Old Broads for Wilderness v. Kimbell, 709 F.3d 836, 854-55 (9th Cir. 2013)
(modified alternative in ROD upheld because all relevant impacts analyzed in NEPA document);
see also W. Watersheds Project v. BLM, 721 F.3d 1264, 1277-78 (10th Cir. 2013) (same).
II. DETAILED COMMENTS
A.

The PEIS’s Marine Mammal Impact Analyses Are Factually and Legally Flawed

The PEIS’s analysis of marine mammal impacts is, by BOEM’s admission, an unrealistic
assessment of the potential impacts of geophysical surveys on marine mammals that is
purposefully constructed to overestimate levels of incidental take. The PEIS explains:
The acoustic and impact modeling conducted to develop these
[incidental take] estimates is by its very nature complex and
demands numerous specific details be identified and used during
calculations[.] However, it must be emphasized that each of these
assumptions are purposely developed to be conservative and
accumulate throughout the analysis (e.g., representative sound
source is modeled at highest sound levels and always at maximum
power and operation, sound levels received by an animal are
calculated at highest levels, marine mammal density values used
likely exceed actual densities, and models do not include the effect
of all mitigations in reducing take estimates). Therefore, the
results of the modeling predictions will overestimate take.
PEIS at 1-5 (emphases added); see also PEIS at 4-62 (“BOEM emphasizes that these estimates
should be seen as highly conservative of potential take without the consideration of most
mitigation with the exception of the time-area closure described in Alternative A.”). The results
of this hypothetical “worst case” scenario analysis are strikingly divergent from the record of
actual observed marine mammal impacts related to offshore exploration activities. See DPEIS
Comment Letter §§ I, II & Appx. 1. For example, the PEIS implausibly concludes that
thousands of marine mammals will experience Level A incidental take, and that hundreds of
thousands of marine mammals will experience Level B incidental take, as a result of seismic
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activities. PEIS at Tables 4-9, 4-10, 4-11, 4-12. These take estimates would result in tens of
thousands of shutdown events per year, in contrast to the average 55 shutdowns that are required
per year in the Gulf of Mexico under existing operations, monitoring, and mitigation. 2 See
DPEIS Comment Letter, Appx. 1.
We are aware of no federal agency assessment of the effects of seismic activities on
marine mammals that results in incidental take estimates that are remotely similar to those stated
in the PEIS. Moreover, the history of incidental take authorizations for offshore seismic
activities demonstrates that levels of actual incidental take are far smaller than even the most
balanced pre-operation estimates of incidental take. See DEIS at E-69. 3 The PEIS’s flawed
2

Aggregating the estimated takes presented in Table 43 of the PEIS yields a total of
26,000 estimated takes.
3

See, e.g., BOEM, Final EIS for Gulf of Mexico OCS Oil and Gas Eastern Planning
Area Lease Sales 225 and 226, at 2-22 (2013), http://www.boem.gov/BOEM-2013-200-v1/
(“Within the CPA, which is directly adjacent to the EPA, there is a long-standing and welldeveloped OCS Program (more than 50 years); there are no data to suggest that activities from
the preexisting OCS Program are significantly impacting marine mammal populations.”); id. at
2-23 (with respect to sea turtles, “no significant cumulative impacts to sea turtles would be
expected as a result of the proposed exploration activities when added to the impacts of past,
present, or reasonably foreseeable oil and gas development in the area, as well as other ongoing
activities in the area”); BOEM, Final EIS for Gulf of Mexico OCS Oil and Gas Western Planning
Area (WPA) Lease Sales 229, 233, 238, 246, and 248 and Central Planning Area (CPA) Lease
Sales 227, 231, 235, 241, and 247, at 4-203 (v.1) (2012), http://www.boem.gov/EnvironmentalStewardship/Environmental-Assessment/NEPA/BOEM-2012-019_v1.aspx (WPA); id. at 4-710
(v.2), http://www.boem.gov/Environmental-Stewardship/EnvironmentalAssessment/NEPA/BOEM-2012-019_v2.aspx (CPA) (“Although there will always be some
level of incomplete information on the effects from routine activities under a WPA proposed
action on marine mammals, there is credible scientific information, applied using acceptable
scientific methodologies, to support the conclusion that any realized impacts would be sublethal
in nature and not in themselves rise to the level of reasonably foreseeable significant adverse
(population-level) effects.”); id. at 4-235, 4-741 (“[T]here are no data to suggest that routine
activities from the preexisting OCS Program are significantly impacting sea turtle populations.”);
BOEM, Final Supplemental EIS for Gulf of Mexico OCS Oil and Gas WPA Lease Sales 233 and
CPA Lease Sale 231, at 4-30, 4-130 (2013),
http://www.boem.gov/uploadedFiles/BOEM/BOEM_Newsroom/Library/Publications/2013/BOE
M%202013-0118.pdf (reiterating conclusions noted above); MMS, Final Programmatic EA,
G&G Exploration on Gulf of Mexico OCS, at III-9, II-14 (2004),
http://www.nmfs.noaa.gov/pr/pdfs/permits/mms_pea2004.pdf (“There have been no
documented instances of deaths, physical injuries, or auditory (physiological) effects on marine
mammals from seismic surveys.”); id. at III-23 (“At this point, there is no evidence that adverse
(continued . . .)
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approach to assessing the impacts of seismic activities on marine mammals results in a number
of significant legal and factual errors, as set forth below.
1.

The PEIS unlawfully analyzes a worst case scenario

Prior to 1986, NEPA regulations required a lead agency to prepare a “worst case
analysis” of impacts for which there is incomplete or unavailable information. See 51 Fed. Reg.
15,618 (Apr. 25, 1986). 4 However, this requirement was expressly rescinded decades ago
because it was found to be “an unproductive and ineffective method of achieving [NEPA’s]
goals; one which can breed endless hypothesis and speculation.” Id.; see Robertson v. Methow
Valley Citizens Council, 490 U.S. 332, 354-56 (1989) (U.S. Supreme Court confirming that
worst case analysis is no longer applicable). In place of the worst case analysis requirement, the
federal Council on Environmental Quality (“CEQ”) promulgated “a wiser and more manageable
approach to the evaluation of reasonably foreseeable significant adverse impacts in the face of
incomplete or unavailable information in an EIS.” 51 Fed. Reg. at 15,620. The new (and
current) approach, codified in 40 C.F.R. § 1502.22, requires federal lead agencies to disclose
such impacts and perform a “carefully conducted” evaluation based upon “credible scientific
evidence.” Id.; 40 C.F.R. § 1502.22(b)(1). In developing this requirement, CEQ explained that
“credible” means “capable of being believed” and stated that “[i]nformation which is unworthy
of belief should not be included in an EIS.” 51 Fed. Reg. at 15,622-23 (responses to comments)
(emphasis added).
(. . . continued)
behavioral impacts at the local population level are occurring in the GOM.”); LGL Ltd.,
Environmental Assessment of a Low-Energy Marine Geophysical Survey by the US Geological
Survey in the Northwestern Gulf of Mexico, at 30 (Apr.-May 2013),
http://www.nmfs.noaa.gov/pr/pdfs/permits/usgs_gom_ea.pdf (“[T]here has been no specific
documentation of TTS let alone permanent hearing damage, i.e., PTS, in free-ranging marine
mammals exposed to sequences of airgun pulses during realistic field conditions.”); 75 Fed. Reg.
49,759, 49,795 (Aug. 13, 2010) (issuance of IHA for Chukchi Sea seismic activities (“[T]o date,
there is no evidence that serious injury, death, or stranding by marine mammals can occur from
exposure to airgun pulses, even in the case of large airgun arrays.”)); MMS, Draft Programmatic
EIS for OCS Oil & Gas Leasing Program, 2007-2012, at V-64 (Apr. 2007) (citing 2005 NRC
Report), http://www.boem.gov/Oil-and-Gas-Energy-Program/Leasing/Five-YearProgram/5and6-ConsultationPreparers-pdf.aspx (MMS agreed with the National Academy of
Sciences’ National Research Council that “there are no documented or known population-level
effects due to sound,” and “there have been no known instances of injury, mortality, or
population level effects on marine mammals from seismic exposure ”).
4

In the PEIS, BOEM determines that there is incomplete or unavailable information for a
full assessment of the impacts of the proposed activities on marine mammals. See PEIS at 4-6,
4-47.
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By performing an analysis of marine mammal impacts that is “purposely developed to be
conservative,” based on the “highest” sound levels and erroneously high marine mammal
densities, and intended to “overestimate take,” BOEM has performed precisely the same type of
“worst case analysis” that was rejected by both CEQ and the U.S. Supreme Court many years
ago. By its terms, and as expressly stated in the PEIS, the analysis of marine mammal impacts is
purposely designed to be inaccurate and to evaluate the worst possible consequences that could
hypothetically result from unmitigated seismic surveying. Indeed, it is hard to imagine an
analysis that presents a scenario worse than the hundreds of thousands of incidental takings that
are erroneously predicted by the PEIS. The PEIS’s analysis of marine mammal effects is plainly
not credible, it evaluates effects that, by BOEM’s admission, will not occur, and, therefore, it is
“unworthy of belief.” The PEIS’s assessment of marine mammal impacts unlawfully applies a
“worst case” analysis and does not comply with NEPA or currently applicable CEQ regulations
(40 C.F.R. § 1502.22).
2.

The PEIS does not present an accurate scientific analysis

An EIS must rely upon “high quality” information and “accurate scientific analysis.” 40
C.F.R. § 1500.1(b); Conservation Nw. v. Rey, 674 F. Supp. 2d 1232, 1249 (W.D. Wash. 2009);
Envtl. Def. v. U.S. Army Corps of Eng’rs, 515 F. Supp. 2d 69, 78 (D.D.C. 2007) (“Accurate
scientific analysis [is] essential to implementing NEPA.”). It also must have “professional
integrity, including scientific integrity” and may not rely on “incorrect assumptions or data” or
“highly speculative harms” that “distort[] the decisionmaking process.” See Theodore Roosevelt
Conservation P’ship v. Salazar, 616 F.3d 497, 511 (D.C. Cir. 2010); 40 C.F.R. § 1502.24; 73
Fed. Reg. 61,292, 61,299 (Oct. 15, 2008) (CEQ regulations require “high quality” information
and “scientific integrity”); Native Ecosystems Council v. U.S. Forest Serv., 418 F.3d 953, 964
(9th Cir. 2005); City of Shoreacres v. Waterworth, 420 F.3d 440, 453 (5th Cir. 2005) (internal
citations omitted). 5 To be sure, courts have invalided EISs that did not meet these standards, that
were based on “stale scientific evidence . . . and false assumptions,” or that failed to disclose the
“potential weakness” of relied-upon modeling. See, e.g., Seattle Audubon Soc’y v. Espy, 998
F.2d 699, 704 (9th Cir. 1998); Or. Natural Res. Council Fund v. Goodman, 505 F.3d 884, 897
(9th Cir. 2007) (citations omitted).
Respectfully, the PEIS fails to satisfy any of these important NEPA principles. An
analysis that, by the agency’s admission, overestimates take and relies upon incorrect
assumptions, is, by definition, “inaccurate.” Moreover, the PEIS’s analysis of marine mammal
impacts is, at best, “highly speculative” because it is based on scenarios and assumptions that
will not occur.
5

See also CBD v. BLM, 937 F. Supp. 2d 1140, 1155 (N.D. Cal. 2013) (principle that
reasonably foreseeable environmental effects may not include “highly speculative harms” is
equally applicable to direct and indirect effects).
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3.

The conclusions of the PEIS fail to consider, and are contrary to, the MMPA

The PEIS’s assessment of marine mammal impacts is directly contrary to the MMPA.
BOEM has defined the proposed action to include only those activities that have first received
incidental take authorizations under the MMPA. See PEIS at 1-14, 1-25. As a prerequisite to
incidental take authorization, the MMPA requires the permitting agency to find that the
authorized take will have a “negligible impact” on marine mammals. 16 U.S.C. § 1371(a)(5)(A),
(D). Accordingly, by definition, the proposed action analyzed in the PEIS should include only
those seismic activities causing incidental take at levels that NMFS has expressly determined
result in a “negligible impact” to marine mammal stocks. However, in sharp contrast, the PEIS
concludes that the impacts of airguns on marine mammals under the proposed action are
“moderate.” PEIS at Table 2-4. By concluding that “moderate” impacts will result from seismic
operations, BOEM has incorrectly analyzed the proposed action that is defined in the PEIS.
Moreover, this discrepancy highlights the significant flaws that result from the PEIS’s erroneous
analysis of marine mammal impacts. 6 BOEM must analyze the effects of the action it has
proposed, which includes offshore seismic operations that will receive incidental take
authorizations under the MMPA and, by definition, will have no more than a negligible impact
on marine mammal stocks. Based on 40 years of experience and recent scientific research and
observational data, BOEM should find in the ROD that the impacts of seismic exploration are
indeed negligible.
B.

Certain Mitigation Measures Recommended in the PEIS Are Unsupported and
Unreasonable

The record demonstrates that the scope of mitigation measures applied to offshore
operations in the Gulf of Mexico is already more than adequate to protect marine mammals and
sea turtles in a manner consistent with federal laws. 7 Despite this record, the PEIS recommends
6

The PEIS’s “moderate” impact finding is also factually inconsistent. “Moderate”
impacts are defined in the PEIS as “detectable, short-term, extensive, and severe; or …
detectable, short-term or long-lasting, localized, and severe; or … detectable, long-lasting,
extensive or localized, but less than severe.” PEIS at x. Accordingly, a “moderate” seismic
impact must be either “long-lasting” or “severe.” However, insofar as we are aware, no seismic
activities that have received MMPA incidental take authorizations have caused impacts
amounting to anything more than temporary changes in behavior, without any known injury,
mortality, or other adverse consequence to any marine mammal species or stocks. See supra
note 3.
7

See supra note 3; see also Mary Jo Barkaszi et al., Seismic Survey Mitigation Measures
and Marine Mammal Observer Reports (2012); A. Jochens et al., Sperm Whale Seismic Study in
the Gulf of Mexico: Synthesis Report, at 12 (2008) (“There appeared to be no horizontal
avoidance to controlled exposure of seismic airgun sounds by sperm whales in the main SWSS
study area.”); 78 Fed. Reg. 11,821, 11,827, 11,830 (Feb. 20, 2013) (“[I]t is unlikely that the
(continued . . .)
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certain mitigation measures that have never been required for offshore exploratory operations,
and that are more stringent (and less supported) than the measures that have already been
successfully implemented. The unprecedented measures recommended in the PEIS are a direct
result of BOEM’s flawed impact assessments. For example, as described above, the PEIS
creates a hypothetical worst case scenario for marine mammal impacts, determines that the
projected adverse effects in that scenario will be substantial, and then recommends mitigation
measures to address those supposed effects. However, because the adverse effects identified in
the PEIS are inaccurate and unrealistic, the mitigation measures intended to address those effects
are similarly flawed and without any factual or scientific support.
The mitigation measures that particularly concern IAGC are addressed in detail below.
Without question, these measures, if implemented, will have substantial adverse effects on
offshore geophysical operations. These measures will result in increased survey duration, which,
in turn, can increase the potential exposure of marine mammals to seismic-related effects. 8 We
strongly urge BOEM to reconsider these mitigation measures as it prepares the ROD. 9
1.

Dolphin shutdowns

The PEIS recommends a mitigation measure calling for the shutdown of operations if a
dolphin enters the acoustic exclusion zone unless the dolphin is determined by the observer to be
(. . . continued)
proposed project [a USGS seismic project] would result in any cases of temporary or permanent
hearing impairment, or any significant non-auditory physical or physiological effects”; “The
history of coexistence between seismic surveys and baleen whales suggests that brief exposures
to sound pulses from any single seismic survey are unlikely to result in prolonged effects.”); 79
Fed. Reg. 14,779, 14789 (Mar. 17, 2014) (“There has been no specific documentation of
temporary threshold shift let alone permanent hearing damage[] (i.e., permanent threshold shift,
in free ranging marine mammals exposed to sequences of airgun pulses during realistic field
conditions.”); 79 Fed. Reg. 12,160, 12,166 (Mar. 4, 2014) (“To date, there is no evidence that
serious injury, death, or stranding by marine mammals can occur from exposure to air gun
pulses, even in the case of large air gun arrays.”).
8

The mitigation measures also increase the amount of time the vessel spends surveying
because shutdowns and delays necessarily result in overall increased surveying time to preserve
data quality and integrity.
9

The effects analysis contained in NMFS’s associated biological opinion suffers from the
same flaws as the PEIS’s effects analysis. In addition, the terms and conditions stated in the
biological opinion (which mitigate the inaccurate effects conclusions) lack a rational basis for the
reasons stated in this letter with respect to the PEIS’s corresponding mitigation measures. IAGC
requests that BOEM work with NMFS to similarly reconsider and modify the biological
opinion’s terms and conditions.
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voluntarily approaching the vessel. PEIS at 2-11. 10 This proposed measure is contrary to the
best available science, impractical, arbitrary, and unsupported for at least the following reasons.
First, dolphins are mid- to high-frequency specialists and, therefore, insensitive to the low
frequency impulse sounds emitted by seismic operations. The E&P Sound and Marine Life Joint
Industry Program has supported research to study the effects of multiple airgun pulses in
odontocetes and, specifically, to study whether bottlenose dolphin exposure to airgun impulses
results in temporary threshold shift (“TTS”). 11 As the public abstract from the study explains,
“subjects participated in over 180 exposure sessions with no significant TTS observed at any test
frequency, for any combinations of range, volume or pressure during behavioral tests.” 12 Even
at ranges as close as 3.9 m and with the air gun operating at 150 in3 and 2000 psi, resulting in
cumulative Sound Exposure Levels of 189-195 dB re 1µPa2s, the impulses did not result in
detectable TTS in any dolphin tested. As a result of the relative low-frequency content of airgun
impulses compared to the relative high-frequency hearing ability of dolphins, no injuries or
significant behavioral responses were observed in this study. 13 Industry observations corroborate
this scientific evidence. For example, dolphins are frequently observed by personnel on seismic
vessels to approach the vessels during operations to bow-ride and chase towed equipment – a
direct indication of insensitivity to seismic sound generation. PSO observation reports indicate
that there is no statistically significant difference between the frequency of dolphin sightings and

10

“Voluntary approach” is defined as “a clear and purposeful approach toward the vessel
by delphinid(s) with a speed and vector that indicates that the delphinid(s) is approaching the
vessel and remains near the vessel or towed equipment.” PEIS at 2-11.
11

James J. Finneran et al., Final Report (2013). TTS in odontocetes in response to
multiple airgun impulses. (IAGC understands that a copy of this Final Report has been furnished
by the author to NMFS).
12

C.E. Schlundt et al., Auditory Effects of Multiple Impulses from a Seismic Airgun on
Bottlenose Dolphins, presentation at the Effects of Noise on Aquatic Life Third International
Conference, Budapest, Hungary (Aug. 11-16, 2013) (emphasis added). The results of this study
also are useful to support inclusion of frequency weighting in updated acoustic criteria.
13

In a 2011 Programmatic EIS, the National Science Foundation recognized that “[t]here
has been no specific documentation that TTS occurs for marine mammals exposed to sequences
of air-gun pulses during operational seismic surveys.” Programmatic EIS/OEIS for NSF-Funded
& USGS Marine Seismic Research, at 3-133 (June 2011),
http://www.nsf.gov/geo/oce/envcomp/usgs-nsf-marine-seismic-research/nsf-usgs-final-eisoeis_3june2011.pdf (recognizing 180 dB re 1 uPa (rms) criterion for cetaceans “is actually
probably quite precautionary, i.e., lower than necessary to avoid TTS at least for delphinids,
belugas and similar species”).
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acoustic detections during seismic operations when the source is active or silent. See Attachment
A. 14
Second, even if there were scientific justification for the proposed dolphin shutdown
mitigation measure (which there is not), implementation of the measure is impractical. We are
aware of no mitigation measures applicable to offshore exploration activities in which an
observer is required to subjectively determine the intent of a marine mammal. Determining
marine mammal intent from great distances is very difficult for experienced marine mammal
biologists in staged scientific experiments, let alone for observers who will be attempting to
determine dolphin intent over vast distances in the ocean environment. Based on observation
reports, PSOs will be unable to confidently assess animal behavior or “intentions” because they
cannot accurately determine species within the expanded exclusion zone. 15 The result is that
observers will likely, out of caution, call for shutdowns in almost all instances where dolphins
are observed within the exclusion zone.
Third, in areas of high-density dolphin populations, such as the Atlantic Ocean and the
Gulf of Mexico, shutdown requirements for a species that enjoys bow-riding and approaching
vessels could effectively bring all seismic activity to a halt. Implementation of this proposed
measure will substantially increase the number of shutdowns and delays in ramp-ups, which will
result in much longer surveys and significantly increased costs with no environmental benefit.
See Barkaszi, supra, note 7, at 1 (75% of delays in ramp-ups due to presence of protected species
in exclusion zone during 30 minutes prior to ramp-up were due to dolphins).
Fourth, the proposed measure is without precedent. Under Joint NTL No. 2012-G02 (and
previously NTL No. 2007-G02), BOEM required seismic operators in the Gulf of Mexico to shut
down for any whale observed in the exclusion zone. BOEM defined “whales” as all marine
mammals except dolphins and manatees. In the June 2013 settlement of litigation challenging
BOEM’s permitting of seismic activity in the Gulf of Mexico, the U.S. District Court for the
Eastern District of Louisiana extended the shutdown requirements to manatees. In short, no

14

See also A. MacGillivray et al., Marine Mammal Audibility of Selected Shallow-Water
Survey Sources, J. Acoustical Soc’y of Am. 135(1) (Jan. 2014).
15

See Attachment A. It is well known that different species will exhibit different
behaviors. For example, Risso’s dolphins generally avoid vessels and rarely bow-ride, roughtoothed dolphins generally avoid vessels but do bow-ride, and common dolphins are avid bowriders. See K. Wynn & M. Schwartz, Guide to Marine Mammals and Turtles of the U.S. Atlantic
and Gulf of Mexico (2009).
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dolphin shutdown provision, as recommended in the PEIS, has ever been required by any federal
agency. 16
Finally, there is no legal basis for the proposed dolphin shutdown measure. Under the
MMPA, mitigation measures attached to incidental take authorizations must address the
reduction of incidental take. See 16 U.S.C. §§ 1371(a)(5)(A), (a)(5)(D); 50 C.F.R. §
216.104(a)(13). However, as set forth above, there is no scientific evidence demonstrating that
active acoustic seismic surveys result in any incidental takes of dolphins. Accordingly, there is
no statutory basis for recommending the dolphin shutdown mitigation measure.
In sum, the proposed dolphin shutdown mitigation measure would broadly and
substantially impact seismic operations without any corresponding environmental benefit and
without any scientific support. IAGC respectfully requests that BOEM, in its ROD, expressly
find that this recommended measure is unsupported and unnecessary, and exclude the measure
from the ROD’s recommended mitigation measures. The ROD should also affirmatively clarify
that shutdown is not required for dolphins within the exclusion zone in all circumstances,
regardless of whether dolphins are exhibiting bow-riding behavior or any other behavior.
2.

40 km buffer zone between concurrent surveys 17

In Alternative B, BOEM recommends an expanded 40 km buffer zone between
concurrent seismic surveys. The rationale for this expanded buffer is “to provide a corridor
between vessels conducting simultaneous surveys where airgun noise is below Level B
thresholds and approaching ambient levels.” PEIS at 2-37. The agency’s stated scientific basis
for this proposed measure is, at best, ambiguous: “New information suggests that, in some
circumstances, airgun noise can be detected at great distances from the sound source, such as
across ocean basins (Nieukirk et al., 2012), yet it is unknown if detection of sound at these
distances has any effect on marine mammals or other marine species.” PEIS at 2-38. No other
scientific evidence, no published studies, and no other rationale are provided for this proposed
measure, which is given a half-page explanation in Appendix C. In addition, this proposed
16

For example, in the Gulf of Mexico, the average shutdown lasts for 58 minutes, see,
e.g., Barkaszi, supra, note 7, which the PEIS would extend by at least 30 minutes by increasing
the visual monitoring period following a shutdown from 30 to 60 minutes. Multiplying a rough
1.5-hour average shutdown by 26,000 shutdowns would yield roughly 39,000 hours of
shutdowns or approximately 1625 days. Because the typical seismic survey operation costs
roughly $1.5 million per day, the total potential costs arising from the PEIS’s assumptions equal
a staggering $2.5 billion.
17

This measure, as well as the 60-minute “all clear” period addressed below, were not
addressed anywhere in the DPEIS. This is the first opportunity the regulatory community has
had to comment on these measures.
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measure is not mentioned at all in the biological opinion.
In contrast, the best available scientific information supports a buffer zone, if any, of 17.5
km, which is the standard separation distance maintained by seismic operators. The modeling
performed by JASCO (see PEIS at Appx. D) demonstrates that the typical exposure radius for
the 160 dB threshold is 10 km. The largest observed exposure radius was 15 km, but this
occurred in less than 10% of the modeled cases. The lowest observed exposure radius was 5 km.
Current technology has enabled many operators to decrease typical exposure radii to 7 to 9 km.
A buffer zone that more than doubles the highest possible exposure radii is clearly not
reasonable or scientifically supportable – i.e., it is arbitrary. Moreover, the PEIS’s reference to
airgun noise detections at “great distances” does not support the proposed buffer zone because
those detections occur (if at all) at very low levels that are well below the thresholds NMFS has
established for Level B harassment.
The recommendations and analyses in an EIS must be “accurate,” not speculative, and
grounded in “high quality” scientific information. See supra Section II.A.2. The recommended
40 km buffer zone fails all of these standards. There is literally no scientific information that
supports this measure, and, as explained above, the best available information contradicts it. To
our knowledge, no buffer zones even approaching this magnitude have ever been required as a
condition of offshore seismic authorizations. 18 To make matters worse, BOEM admits in the
PEIS that implementation of the 40 km buffer would result in no additional benefits to protected
species. PEIS at xxiv (40 km buffer “would not be expected to change any impact ratings”).
Consequently, BOEM must decline to adopt the 40 km buffer zone mitigation measure in the
ROD and, instead, recommend either no buffer zone, as recommended in Alternative A, or,
alternatively, a 17.5 km buffer zone, consistent with standard practice.
3.

60-minute “all clear” period

The PEIS recommends that monitoring of the exclusion zone shall “begin no less than 60
min prior to start-up” and that restarting of equipment after a shutdown “may only occur
following confirmation that the exclusion zone is clear of all marine mammals and sea turtles for
60 min.” PEIS at C-29. However, again, BOEM has provided no factual or scientific support
for this measure, nor is any meaningful supporting information provided in the biological
opinion. To our knowledge, a 60-minute “all clear” period has never been required as a
condition of any offshore seismic authorization in the United States. In fact, the routine and
proven-to-be-effective practice is to require a 30-minute “all clear” period – for marine mammals

18

See, e.g., 78 Fed. Reg. 35,364, 35,423 (June 12, 2014) (vessel spacing of 24 km
required to avoid any effects of multiple surveys on migrating or foraging walruses).
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generally and for ESA-listed species. 19 There is no available information suggesting that the
standard practice has not been effective and, to the contrary, all available information
demonstrates that the standard practice has been very successful in protecting marine mammals.
Expanding the standard 30-minute “all clear” period to 60 minutes will substantially
increase the duration and cost of seismic surveys, which, in turn, increases safety and
environmental risks. Extrapolated over all surveys that will be performed over a five-year
period, the increased time and expenses resulting from this mitigation measure alone will be
dramatic. Increased survey time will also increase the amount of time that protected species are
exposed to the potential effects associated with the presence of vessels. The PEIS contains no
analysis of the increased operational or environmental effects associated with the 60-minute “all
clear” period, compared to the standard 30-minute period (and sometimes 15-minute period) that
has successfully been implemented in all offshore seismic operations to date. 20 Accordingly, in
the ROD, BOEM should decline to adopt the 60-minute period as unsupported and
unprecedented and, instead, adopt the standard 30-minute period.

19

See Issuance of IHA to Apache Alaska Corp. for Seismic Survey in Cook Inlet, 79 Fed.
Reg. 13,626, 13,636-37 (Mar. 11, 2014) (requiring 30-minute observation period before startup
and after sightings of killer and ESA-listed beluga whales and large odontocetes, but only 15minute period after sightings of pinnipeds and small odontocetes); Issuance of IHA to Apache
Alaska Corp. for Seismic Survey in Cook Inlet, 78 Fed. Reg. 12,720, 12,732-33 (Feb. 25, 2013)
(providing same requirements, and specifying that the shorter 15-minute clearance period applies
to harbor porpoises); Issuance of IHA to TGS-Nopec for Seismic Survey in Chukchi Sea, 78 Fed.
Reg. 51,147, 51,154, 51,160 (Aug. 20, 2013) (same); Issuance of IHA to Shell and WesternGeco
for Seismic Surveys in the Beaufort and Chukchi Seas, 73 Fed. Reg. 66,106, 66,135-36 (Nov. 6,
2008) (requiring 30-minute observation period before ramp-up and 15- or 30-minute delay of
ramp-up for sightings of small odontocetes and pinnipeds, or baleen whales and large
odontocetes, including ESA-listed species, respectively); Issuance of ITR for Oil and Gas
Activity in Chukchi Sea, 78 Fed. Reg. 35,364, 35,424, 35,425 (June 12, 2013) (requiring
monitoring period of 30 minutes for walruses and ESA-listed polar bears before startup and after
sighting); Issuance of ITR for Oil and Gas Activity in Beaufort Sea, 76 Fed. Reg. 47,010, 47,052
(Aug. 3, 2011) (same).
20

Pre-ramp-up and post-shutdown, the vessel is still moving and likely would move 8-9
km at 3-5 knots in a 60-minute period, bypassing any established exclusion zone several times.
See 79 Fed. Reg. at 14,797 (NMFS stating that ramp-up is unnecessary “[b]ecause the vessel has
transited away from the vicinity of the original sighting during the 8-minute period,
implementing ramp-up procedures for the full array after an extended power-down (i.e. transiting
for an additional 35 minutes from the location of initial sighting) would not meaningfully
increase the effectiveness of observing marine mammals approaching or entering the exclusion
zone for the full source level and would not further minimize the potential for take”).
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4.

Exclusion zones greater than 500 meters

The PEIS explains that exclusion zones “shall be calculated independently and shall be
based on the configuration of the array and the ambient acoustic environment, but shall not have
a radius of less than 500 m….” PEIS at 2-10. BOEM’s suggested approach for exclusion zones
will require substantial modeling effort and will result in exclusion zones that are many times
greater than those that have typically been implemented (with success) in the Gulf of Mexico.
See supra note 3. The expanded exclusion zones are especially concerning because they will
ultimately be dictated by the hearing group with the largest modeled radii once new groupspecific acoustic criteria are implemented. High-frequency cetaceans, particularly delphinids,
will therefore determine the size of the exclusion zone in most instances. Since BOEM is
applying shutdown requirements to delphinids, and, as described above, because the exception to
those requirements will rarely be applied in practice, this will result in numerous shutdowns due
to the observation of delphinids within the large exclusion zone.
Moreover, these shutdowns will serve no environmental benefit because, as explained
above, the best available science and information demonstrates that delphinids are unaffected by
the lower frequency sounds produced by seismic operations. Exclusion zones should be based
on the best available science and modeling and, if that modeling demonstrates that exclusions
zones of less than 500 meters are warranted, then there is no basis for arbitrarily requiring a
minimum exclusion zone of 500 m. If the minimum 500 m exclusion zone requirement is not
applied, IAGC would support the incorporation of power-down procedures to mitigate any
potential effects. Power-down procedures acceptable to IAGC are a modified version of the
procedures described at 79 Fed. Reg. 14,780, 14,797 (Mar. 17, 2014) (“Langseth IHA”). 21
5.

Turtle shutdowns

The PEIS applies exclusion zone shutdown criteria equally to marine mammals and sea
turtles. However, the PEIS does not meaningfully address the fact that sea turtles are much more
difficult to observe than marine mammals. Sea turtles can be reasonably observed at distances of
100 m to 300 m from a vessel, but it is very unlikely that sea turtles can be reliably observed at
greater distances. See Attachment A (most turtle observations within 100 m). In addition, if a
sea turtle is observed within the exclusion zone (triggering a shutdown of airguns), assuming the
vessel is moving at 3 to 5 knots, the observed turtle will be outside of the exclusion zone within
approximately 15 minutes because sea turtles swim very slowly compared to marine mammals.
21

Specifically, IAGC would support power-down procedures similar to those in the
Langseth IHA provided that: (1) power-down would be implemented only if a marine mammal
is observed in or entering (not “likely” to enter) the exclusion zone; (2) power-down procedures
may involve a reduction in the volume and/or pressure of the array; and (3) if a marine mammal
is observed within the 500 m exclusion zone, then the reduced array would be shut down and
shutdown procedures would apply.
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In such circumstances, a 60-minute “all clear” requirement would plainly be unnecessary (setting
aside the fact that it is unnecessary in all circumstances).
Because turtles are difficult to observe at distances greater than 300 m, application of the
exclusion zone shutdown to sea turtles is infeasible and will very likely result in unwarranted
shutdowns because observers, acting out of precaution, will call for shutdowns when anything
resembling a sea turtle is observed. There is also no existing scientific basis for the proposed
turtle shutdown requirement, and none is provided in the PEIS. See supra note 3. The ROD
should therefore recommend a reduced exclusion zone for sea turtles that is feasible and
practical. Such a reduction is also consistent with the best available science, which indicates that
sea turtles are not as sensitive to sound as marine mammal species. See PEIS, Appx. I. IAGC
recommends a 300 m exclusion zone for all sea turtle species.
6.

Expanded NARW time-area closure and DMAs 22

As part of Alternative B, BOEM recommends an expansion of the time-area closure
applicable to North Atlantic Right Whales (“NARW”) to a continuous 37 km-wide zone
extending from Delaware Bay to the southern limit of the programmatic area. PEIS at C-32. It
appears that BOEM intends this closure to be applied to any sound produced by seismic vessels
such that no portion of a vessel’s ensonification zone may enter the closed area. The result is
that the proposed NARW time-area closure will be much larger than what is described in the
PEIS. Because NARWs are primarily threatened by ship strikes and fishing entanglement – not
seismic sound – BOEM should clarify in its ROD that the NARW time-area closure applies to
the presence of vessels, not a vessel’s ensonified zone. BOEM should also clarify in its ROD
that vessels may transit through the closure area when seismic equipment is not active.
In addition, the PEIS includes time-area closure measures in areas designated as Dynamic
Management Areas (“DMAs”) under NMFS’s ship-strike reduction regulations. See PEIS at C16. These measures are very problematic, and unwarranted, for at least the following reasons:
•

DMAs were created to address ship strike situations, which involve vessels traveling at
high rates of speed (12-20 knots). Indeed, NMFS has indicated that vessel speeds of less
than 10 knots are sufficiently protective. See 78 Fed. Reg. 73,726 (Dec. 9, 2013).
BOEM’s proposed application of DMAs to seismic operations is therefore contrary to
both the original purpose of DMAs (to address ship strikes, not potential acoustic
impacts) and NMFS’s recent finding. Moreover, the proposed application to seismic
vessels is particularly arbitrary because BOEM intends to broadly apply it to the vessel’s
160 dB ensonified zone.

22

The DMA-related measures were also not included for public review in the DPEIS.
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•

Nowhere has either BOEM or NMFS evaluated the operational practicability or
effectiveness of applying DMAs to seismic operations.

•

Unlike NMFS’s approach to DMAs, BOEM appears to propose to make seismic industry
compliance with DMAs mandatory. There is no basis for such a measure, especially
given that NMFS has taken no such step for the vessels that DMAs were intended to
address.

•

DMAs are unpredictable and the identification of DMAs on short notice will compromise
the implementation of seismic survey operations that have been carefully planned over a
substantial period of time, with no corresponding benefit.
7.

Vessel strike avoidance

The PEIS’s recommended vessel strike avoidance measures for ESA-listed whales
present serious operational and safety problems, and must be modified. Specifically, the PEIS
recommends that if a vessel comes within 100 m of an ESA-listed whale species, it “must reduce
speed and shift the engine to neutral, and must not engage the engines until the whale(s) has
moved outside of the vessel’s path and the minimum separation distance has been established.”
PEIS at C-9. Respectfully, this measure fails to consider that seismic vessels are significantly
different than typical vessels due to the substantial amount of highly specialized equipment that
is towed behind a seismic vessel. Operationally, a seismic vessel must maintain forward motion
to sustain the equipment spread or the whole system will collapse. The consequence of
immediately shifting the engine into neutral could be significant equipment damage in the tens of
millions of dollars, and weeks of vessel downtime. As a practical matter, a seismic vessel
moving at 3 to 5 knots is very unlikely to strike an ESA-listed marine mammal. In the event of a
sighting of an ESA-listed whale within 100 m of the vessel, the vessel could slow (to no less than
3 knots) and turn gently away from the animal, which would both avoid a collision and lessen the
risk of damage to seismic equipment. In its ROD, BOEM must decline to adopt the vessel strike
avoidance mitigation measure.
8.

Passive acoustic monitoring

Under Alternative B, BOEM would require the use of Passive Acoustic Monitoring
(“PAM”) as part of the Seismic Airgun Survey Protocol. IAGC encourages consideration of
PAM during periods of low visibility in its 2011 best practices guidelines. PAM is one of
several monitoring techniques that compliments (rather than replaces) traditional visual
monitoring. However, commercially available PAM systems can be highly variable, the
equipment is unreliable, and PAM’s utility as a secondary monitoring source during daylight
observations has not been proven. Overall performance and capabilities of PAM are highly
dependent on factors such as technical specification of equipment, operational setting,
availability of experienced and trained personnel, and the species of marine mammals present in
a given area. Mandatory use of PAM will increase survey cost, require the placement of more
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personnel on vessels (i.e., four dedicated PAM observers onboard), and increase entanglement
risk due to more gear being towed in the water.
IAGC therefore urges BOEM to either make the use of PAM optional, as recommended
in Alternative A, or require PAM only for operations at night and in periods of low visibility. 23
This is reasonable given BOEM’s admission that “it is difficult to quantify any difference in
impact level [of Alternative B] relative to Alternative A.” PEIS at 2-40; see also PEIS at xxiv
(“The degree of improvement [due to making PAM mandatory] has not been estimated but
would not be expected to change any impact ratings.”). IAGC encourages BOEM to use riskbased mitigation and monitoring measures based on the best available information and promote
development of technologies that can best accomplish effective detection and monitoring of
marine mammals.
9.

National standards for protected species observers

The PEIS and biological opinion purport to adopt the recommendations described in
NOAA Technical Memorandum NMFS-OPR-49, National Standards for a Protected Species
Observer and Data Management Program: A Model Using Geological and Geophysical Surveys
(Nov. 2013) (“Observer Standards”). However, this document was never released for public
review and comment and was not referenced in the PEIS. Although we appreciate the agencies’
attempt to clarify and standardize observer guidelines and requirements, the Observer Standards
are flawed in a number of respects. It is imperative that the agencies consider public input on the
Observer Standards and make the revisions necessary to ensure that the standards are workable,
accurate, and appropriate. The standards should encourage adaptive technology, remote
monitoring, reduction of health, safety, and environmental risks, and use of an updated reporting
form that provides substantive data from observations to inform the need (if any) for additional
or revised mitigation measures. The letter by IAGC, API, and NOIA, dated May 2, 2014,
addressing the Observer Standards (attached) more specifically addresses our concerns with the
Observer Standards and offers constructive solutions. We appreciate BOEM’s consideration of
our concerns.
C.

The Adaptive Management Provisions Must Be Clarified and Improved

Although the PEIS states that BOEM will consider future data regarding the efficacy of
mitigation measures and will adjust requirements for individual surveys, the PEIS appears to
establish minimum standards that can only become more stringent through adaptive
management. See PEIS at 2-39 (adaptive management at the site-specific level “would analyze
the best available information and apply additional mitigation, depending on the site-specific
proposed action” (emphasis added)); see also PEIS at 1-27 to 1-28 (examples largely focus on
23

NMFS’s biological opinion (page 308) only requires PAM for ramp-up at night or in
periods of low visibility.
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“additional” measures). As just one example, BOEM has established 500 m as a minimum
exclusion zone and indicates that it will not set exclusion zones less than 500 m even if a smaller
zone is supported by data and modeling.
The ROD must clarify that BOEM will implement “adaptive management” in the true
sense of the term – i.e., site-specific requirements may be adjusted to be either less restrictive or
more restrictive based on the project-specific information, the species present in the project area,
the assessment of relevant risks, and the best available information.
III. CONCLUSION
IAGC appreciates this opportunity to comment on the PEIS. Although we support
BOEM’s plan to authorize exploratory activities on the Atlantic OCS, there are several aspects of
the PEIS that are not supported by science or by law, or are otherwise infeasible. Of the
alternatives presented in the PEIS, Alternative A presents the option that is most supported by
the best available science and applicable law. However, IAGC would support BOEM’s adoption
of Alternative B only so long as all of the modifications suggested in these comments are
incorporated into the ROD. We appreciate your consideration of our comments and sincerely
hope that BOEM will prepare a ROD that addresses the concerns set forth above. Should you
have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely,

Karen St. John
Group Vice President - Environment
International Association of Geophysical Contractors

cc:

Mr. Walter Cruickshank (Walter.Cruickshank@boem.gov)
Ms. Jill Lewandowski (Jill.Lewandowski@boem.gov)

